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PRSFACE

This report has been prepeured under the terms of Contracts

W-36-03**-OBD-7'*8l and DA-36-03'*-ORD-19 between the Research and Develop-

ment Seiwice, U. S. Army Ordnance Corps and the Institute for Advanced

Study. It is both a final report on the work undertaken under the former

contract and em interim report under the latter one, describing the prog-

ress up to January 1, 1951-

The Institute for Advanced Study was particularly fortunate in

having Dr. C. V. L. Smith, the head of the Computer Branch of the Office

of Naval Besearch prepare this report, and the personnel of the Computer

Project wish to express their gratitude to him for undertaJtlng this onerous

task and for completing it in such an excellent fashion.

Since this report was written certain changes have been made in some

of the circuits described herein and certain other organs, notably the Con-

trol, have been designed. These will be discussed In a subsequent report.

John von Neumann
Project Director

Institute for Advanced Study
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I vas fortunate in finding it possible to spend the period fron July

1950 to February 195I at the Electronic Con^uter Project of the Institute

for AdTainced Study, engaged In studying the logical organization and the

engineering development of the ccaqputer. Fron my obseryatlons I have

written the follovlng report, vhlch Is Intended to present the status of

the cooputer develo^Haent as of January 1, 19^1.

As the CcDtrol Orgsn vas not coiq>leted at that date, the reader must

expect to find certain cnlsslons In my account of the other Organs, peurtlc-

ularly as regards those circuits necessary to Interconnect them Into a com-

plete system. Apart from this, the account of the Arithmetic Organ and of

the Memory are reasonably cooqplete, vhlle substantial portions of the Con-

trol are also described. It must be emphasized that modifications vlll be

required In the existing circuitry as the Control is caq)leted: these, hov-

ever, vlll be ordinarily in matters of detail rather than In overall organ-

Izatlcn.

I have not attempted to describe the physical lay-out of the computer,

as this has been done In earlier reports. The reaider Is referred to these

for overall organization and for details of the elegant and Ingenious three-

dimensional orgBUiization of the individual chassis. I have concentrated mj

attention on the circuits, and endeavored to explain their operation in some

detail.

Obviously it would have been impossible t>r me to write this report
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without the active co-operation of the a»Bl>ers of the staff of the Project.

I thank them collectlTely euid Indiyidxially for their patience In answering

my qiiestlons and helping me to clarify ^y understemdlng of their work.

CHABIXS V. L. SMITH

Office of Naval Research
Washington, D. C
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I. CIRCUIT EIZMEBTS

Before proceeding to describe tbe org»nlzatloa of the various organs

of the ccoputer In detail, we vlll first give a brief dlsciission of 80b»

basic clrcxiits which occur repeatedly.

First, emd most inqpoirtant , is tbe familiar Xccles-Jordan circuit,

the form used being illustrated in Tig. 1. This will always be referred to

as a "toggle".

/» e'

Fig. 1.

A emd B designate d. c. buses: these are held at -i-I^Ot except when clear-

ing action is desired, when the appropriate voltage is dropped to -t-^Ov, this

will be discussed below.

The circuit is so designed that satisfactory operation Is obtained if

the resistor values do not vary more than 10^ from their acainaivc^lues and

the tube characteristics remain within the region where the ordinatea lie
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betveen ^0^ and 200j( of their nominal yalxies.

If nominal values of the resistors are used, emd the 6j6 character-

istics as given by the manufacturer, the following electrode voltages ob-

tain:

"on" grid +.5v

"off" grid -l».Ov

"on" plate +35v

"off" plate +100V

"on" grid current .6aa.

A conventional representation of the toggle circuit is scMaetimes

convenient: the bne given in Fig. 2 will sometimes be used

u
Fig. 2.

The toggle is a binary device, in the sense that at all tiises one

section of the 6j6 is in a conducting state, while the other is not. It

is merely a matter of convenience which one of the two states is chosen to

represent a binary 0, the other then necessarily representing a binary 1.

In order to represent visually the contents of a toggle, a neon bulb is con-

nected frcm the plate of the section that is off when the toggle is holding

a 1 to ground. Clearly this bulb li^ts up to represent 1, while it is off

when the toggle holds 0. Thus in Fig. 1 we have eidopted the convention that
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the toggle holds a 1 when the left-hand section Is non-conducting.

We nov consider the "clearing" action, assuming the given ccmvention

as to the contents of the toggle. Suppose the toggle to hold a 0, and let

bus A drop to -f^Or, vhile B reaains at -fl^Ov. !nie grid voltage of the rl^t

section is oerelj reduced still further. Hence that section reaains cut off,

the grid voltage of this left section is held up, and the state of the tog-

gle does not change. On the other hand, if bus B is dropped to -i-^Ov, vhile

A is nalntalned at -i-l^Ov, the grid voltage of the left-hand section Is re-

duced belov cut-off, and the toggle is changed to its other state. Slailarly,

if a 1 is held, dropping B to -f^Ov vhile holding A at -t-l^Ov has no effect,

vhile dropping A to -f^Ov vhile holding B at -»-1^0v changes the state of the

toggle.

Putting this differently, the operation of dropping A to -f^Ov vhile

holding B at -fl^Ov guarantees that the toggle vill subsequently hold a 0,

vhile holding A at -t-l^Ov and dropping B to +^0v guarantees that it vlll

subsequently hold a 1. Thus these ox>erations are respectively referred to

as "clearing to 0" and "clearing to 1". The clearing action is produced by

pulsing the appropriate bus. With the present toggles, it is necessary that

the bus voltage shoiild renain belov -t-TOv for approxiaately one nicrosecond

to produce the desired clearing.

In a fev places in the coiqputer, it is desired to use a toggle vhich

requires a shorter time to change frcn one state to the other. In these ap-

plications a so-called "super-toggle" is used, vhich changes its state In

half the time required by the ordinary toggle. The circuit is given in

rig. 3.
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Fig. 3.

It has been shewn hov a toggle may be set in a desired state, or

"cleared". It is also necessary to be able to set a toggle into the saiw

state as another toggle: that Is, given toggles A and B, It is necessary to

proride a mechanism vhich guarantees that, after some definite time, the

contents of A co'e identical vith those of B. This is readily accoo^llshed

by means of a gate circuit as shewn in Fig> 4.

± ^
-I/O

- Z.O

B

Fig. U.





The tube used here Is oiie section of a 6j6, vlth catliode noiroally

maintained at -t-lOv. When It Is desired to transfer Information from B to

A (note that the given circuit permits a transfer to be made only In this

direction), the cathode of the gate Is dropped to -20v. The gate caiuiot

conduct vhlle Its cathode Is held at -flOv, as Its grid ceuinot be above

about -f.^v. Let us use our ecurller convention as to the representation

of binary O's and I's by states of the toggle. If B holds a 1, clearly

nothing can happen when the gating signal arrives at the cathode of the gate,

as this tube must remain cut off • If, on the other hand, B holds a 0, con-

duction takes place when the cathode of the gate falls to -20v, and plate

current, floving throu^ the plate load resistor of the left section of A,

'

will cause A to assume the state representing 0. The g^te thus guarantees

that if B holds a at the tizae the gating signal is applied, A will be

caused to hold a 0. Suppose nov that before the arrival of the gating sig-

nal, A is cleared to 1. Then if B holds a 0, the gate causes A to assume

the state, vhlle if B holds a 1, the gate has no effect, and A continues

to hold a 1. Thus the sequence of signals "clear A to 1" and "oiwn gate

into A", resiilts In A holding the sane information as B.

We also note that if the gating signal vere made sufficiently nega-

tive, enou^ grid current could be dravn by the gate to caxise a change of

state in B. This effect is not used In the present design, but could con-

ceivably be useful.

The gate circuit as described is a coincidence device, equivalent to

the formation of a logical product. Other methods are used in parts of the

machine; for example, consider the circuit of Fig. ^, vhere the signals ap-

plied to the grids assume the levels of -t-lOv or -lOv. This is a cathode
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follover, and the cathode vlll follcw the hi^ieat grid. Thxis the cathode

voltage vlll assume the lover level If and oxxly If both grid voltages assume

their Icwer levels.

Fig. 5.

Another gate circuit vhlch vlll be found In the computer makes use

of tvo diodes connected as In Fig. 6. (see for example IMG 132^).

Fig. 6.

In one particular case A assumes one of tvo levels (-t-lOv, ^-30v) and B also

one of tvo levels (+10v, -lOv). The voltage at C vlll alvays be sli^tly

above that of the lover cathode, and hence vlll assims a hl^ value (slightly

above -i-lOv) only If both A and B simultaneously attain their hl^er values.
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Usually ve think of one Input to a gate as an enabling signal, which

places the gate In a condition to pass on the other Input. A convenient

symbol for a gate Is given In Fig. 7/

-4--C

Fig. 7-

Vhere A and B are the Inputs and C the output; the enabling signal la B.

Scoetlnes It Is convenient to use a solid arrovhead for a static voltage,

and reserve the open arrowhead for a voltage pulse.

Cathode followers are found In considerable numbers. These are used,

for example, to drive a nuniber of gates of the type illustrated In Fig. k,

and In other places where it Is necessary to supply a considerable amount

of current from a low impedance source. The cathode followers are ordlnair-

lly operated In that region of the characteristics, where sufficient plate

current Is drawn to cause the cathode voltage to rise slightly above the

grid voltage, so that no grid current flews. For purposes of ordinary anal-

ysis, we shall ccramonly assume that the cathode voltage is exactly the same

as that of the grid, the cathode rise being neglected. This will ordinarily

not lead to any difficulties.
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II. TOE ARITHMETIC QROAN

TEDS BSGISTSEiS

A Beglster Is essentially merely a device vhlch serves as the reposi-

tory of a single word of machine language* The term is usually used to

designate a storage device the contents of vhlch are directly available

with very slight delay. Thus in a machine whose language consists of forty

bit vords, a set of forty toggles forms a convenient Begister. However,

mere storage of information does not suffice, as the Registers which are to

serve as the Accumulator emd the AB and SB Begisters of the machine must be

capable of other functions. These devices must be able to transmit and re-

ceive information, and to perform shifts (at leaist for certain purposes) of

the infosvatlon to the left or to the rig^t.

The transmission of information into or out of a Begister consisting

of toggles is readily accomplished by the gating circuits that have already

been discussed, while the sioiple means by which toggles can be cleared to 1

or to have also been described.

In performing the shifting operation, it is desired that the informa-

tion should never exist as merely tramsitory electric or magnetic fields,

but should rather at all times exist in static form. An effective method

of accomplishing this is as follows: two rows of toggles are provided-in

the Registers of the machine the two rows (upper and lower) in Begister BI

are called B and B. , and similarly for the other two Begisters-and gates

are arranged whereby the information held In a toggle of the lower row is

transmitted to the left or rig^t in two steps: first, up to the correspond-

ing toggle of the upper row, then second, from this toggle down to the left





or to the rl^t. Fig. 8 shows hatr this Is doiie: It represents the coluams

n-1, n, and n-t-1 of the Beglster.

Tvo gates lead up from each toggle of the lover row to the toggle in

the corresponding position of the upi>er row, while from each toggle in the

upper rcw a gate leads down to the toggles in adjacent colunms of the lever

row. The gate 6(reen) can transmit a up, while T(ellow) can transmit a 1.

Hence to assure the transmission of the number in the lower row of toggles

to the uxrper row, two alternative procedures are at our disposal: the top

row may first be cleared to and then the Yellow gates opened, or the top

row may be first cleared to 1 and then the Green gates opened.

To shift the number now standing In the top rcw of toggles back down

to the lover row, in such a way that the resulting contents of the lower row

will be the number that originally resided in that row, but shifted one place

to the ri^t or to the left, is the function of the g^tes B(ed) and B(lack).

Tor the right shift, the Black gates alone are available: from the diagreun,

it is clear that these can transmit c»ly I ' s , so that it is necessary first

to clear the lower row to O's before ox>ening the Black gates. 7or the left

shift, the Bed gates can transmit only O's, so it is necessary first to

clear the lower row to I's.

It was shown in the discussion of gates, that it is quite possible

to cause a ^te tube to clear the toggle from which it transmits information.

Th\is the Green gates could be used to cleeo* the toggles of the bottom row to

I's, while the Tellow gates could be used to cleeo* these toggles to O's.

Similarly, the Bed gates could be used to cleeu: the toggles of the upper

row to I's, while the Black gates could be used to cleeur these toggles to

O's. Although this property of the gate tubes is not exploited in the
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present nachlne. It neTertheless prorldes a conrenient Banner of deslgDatln^

the rarlous clear Cfperatlons. Thus a clear vlll be described by the color

used to designate that gate vhlch voxild be xised to perfom the cleeu:. The

folloirLng table shovs hov the color code is used to describe the various

shift and clear operations:

Bed: . Shift left doim zero
Clear top to one.

Green: Shift up zero
Clear botton to one.

Tellov: Shift up one
Clear Bottom to zero.

Black: Shift rlf^t dovn one
Clear top to zero.

In this terminology, the process of shifting right one place consists of

the folloving operations: Black clear, Tellov gate, Tellov clear. Black

gate. The left shift is described by: Black clear, Tellov gate, Oreen

clear. Bed gate. In each case, of course, there is em alternative process

available vhich meikes uae of the Green shift up.

The structure of a forty stage Shifting Begister follows directly

from the diagram of the three stages vhich has been discussed. The actual

Shifting Begisters in the machine all differ in certain details frca the

one described, i^ich may be thouf^t of as an archtype. It is clear that

means must be provided by vhich information ceux be inserted in or extracted

from the jtegisters. This is done by changing certain of the comiections to

the gates. Begisters BI and BII remain Shifting Begisters vith these special

connections. Bill, on the other hand, should not be thou^t of as a Shifting

Begister at all. The tvo rovs of toggles in Bill actually form tvo independ-

ent Begisters, vhich form pairt of the oeains of coonunication betveen the
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Williams Memory and the rest of the machine. Also a sinall amoxint of addi-

tional equipment Is eissoclated with the various Beglsters. In the Interests

of clarity, each of the three Beglsters vlll be Briefly dlsciissed and the

Interconnections vlth the rest of the machine Indicated.

All three Beglsters consist physically of four chassis, each of

which contains four rove of tubes, laid out as follows:

o
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BI and BII are Identical except for certain circuits exterior to th«

Register Chassis: these vlll be described later. A schematic Is given In

OHG ITo. 1322. It has already been observed that Bill Is not a Shifting

Beglster at all. It actuailly consists of two Beglsters and associated gate

tubes by aeans of vhlch Infomatloa can be Inserted In B-^ and B^: for a

scheaatlc, see JMG Vo. 1323^ In which the top rov of tubes shewn are the

Complenent Gates used to read out to the Adder, and are not actually aounted

on the Beglster Chassis. Despite these differences. It Is convenient to use

the sajM noaenclature for the gate tubes of all three Beglsters. In all

It
caises, the rov of tubes directly belov the toggles of B are alternately

frcB the left end of the chassis Bed ajtxd Black gates, trtille those of the rov

belov are alternately Tellov and Green gates. Bach gate tube, being a 6j6,

contains two gates. (Hote that the tvo center coluans In each scheaatlc are

occupied by Gate Drivers. Hote also that In each top rov of toggles the con-

vention Is that Is signified by conduction of the left section, vhlle In

the bottcB rov the opposite Is true.) As to the i>hy8lcal arranigeaent of the

gates, the Bed gate frcm colunn n to coluan n>l is in coluam n, vhlle the

Black gate to coIubu n frca column n-1 is In colusm n-1, n signifying as before

the first coluBEi in any Beglster ChasA. Furthermore, the Tellov gate betveen

the toggles of column n-1 is physically located in column n. Thus In a cca-

plete forty stage Beglster, it is necessary to provide a Tellov gate for the

39th column, vhlle half of the Tellov and. Bed gate tubes of column 0, and

half of the Black gate tube of the 39th column aire not actually used vlthln

the Uo Beglster stages, and hence are free for other uses: ve shall see

vhat advantages are taken of these circumstances vhen ve examine the "end-

aro\md" circuits.
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Nov let U8 ezaalne the actual uaas of the gate tubes. la BI and BII

the Bed, Black, and Tellov gates are connected and used exactly ajs in the

archetypal Shifting Begister already described. The Oreen gates are, hov-

1 ?
ever, used to transmit infomation into B and B fron other sources: into

1 9 7
B from the Digit Besolver, and into B from B-'. In BUI the case is quite

different, all gates being used for coimninl cation between the Begister toggles

and other parts of the machine, according to the folloiring scheme:

(a) Bed: into B from the Discriminator in the Hilliaas

Memory.

(b) Black: into B^ from Bg.

(c) Tellov: into B from the Discriminator in the Williams

Memory.

(d) Oreen: to Dispatch Counter from B^.

We hare seen hov information is inseirted in the Begister toggles. Out-

puts are taken as follows:

(a) BI: from rig^t-hand grids of B. toggles to Adder;

(b) BII: from rij^t-hand grids of B toggles to BUI Black

gates;

(c) BUI: (i) from grids of B^ toggles to Adder ria the Com-

plement gates;

•3

(ii) from left-hand grids of B-^ toggles to BII Oreen

gates;

(iii) from BUI Green gates to Dispatch Counter

^ (already noted in the preceding paragra^^)

.

BI has certain other circuits associated vith it. One of these is an ex-

tra column to the left of the 0-th, in vhich the digit held in the 0-th can be
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held in the case of a left shift, Instead of being lost. The other Is the

"end-around" arrangement, which, in the case of a right shift, transfers the

digit in the 39th coliann into the 0-th column of B .

The extra column is as shown in the diagram. The tube used to provide

the Bed gate into the lower toggle is already available in the 0-th column,

while half the Yellow gate tube of that column is available aa a Yellow gate

for the new column.

r^
'"'1

i
Z R,

BLi^'^lc- CLEf^f^ BUS

ci^t^<:< ^^TE CO/H'i-'/yiUO QU.

^££K^ O^TS
Y!'.-^Ji. - SU5 '^

+^

i-4

2"/e>

na :oca.\T.y op z^,

MUi, r/f^L /C « Tt OIU

^ ^LLOi'V ^ceoe 3us
,^s£/j CLEPe Bus

Y£Lc.Oi\ ^^re //u sJ*coi.u/ifOtj

YELLOW Qore aus

Fig. 10.
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A Black gate la provided for right shift*. It vlll be noticed that a Green

gate 1b also provided, which, unlike the other Green gates In BI, transmits

fron the lover to the upper toggle of the new colunin. The diode eonrangement

also i>ermlts the transmission of Information from the 0-th column of B-^ to

the corresponding column of B^^.

BLfiCt: CLEf)B

VELLOIAJ (^f)T£ COfinm/iUD

— (S^£BKJ CLEfitS

Yellow cceac

BLAce: (^/:)TB CO't^.'/'i^AUD

Fig. 11.
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The transmiBaion of the overflow from the 39th column of HI to the

0-th colxmn of BIX Is sloplj teJEen care of by two addltiooal tubes: One of

these is a 2C^1 mounted Just beycjcid the extreme rlg^t end of BI: one section

of this Is used as a Tallov g^te for the 39th column of BI, vhlle the other

is a cathode follower driven from one grid of the upper toggle of the 39th

column, and driving a coeizial cable vhlch rxins back to the extreme left end

of BIT, as shovn in 7ig. 11. If right shifts are ordered in both BI and BII,

the toggle in the 0-th position in B will have been cleared to before the

Black gate is opened. The oi>ening of the Black gate will put into the 0-th

stage of B a 1 if a 1 vas held in the upper toggle of the 39th stage of BI,

otherwise there will be no change. Thus in any case the contents of 2'^^

is shifted into the 0-th stage of B . See 71g. 11.

The iwrfonoance of the clearing operations in BI emd BII is the func-

tion of the Clear Selector and Clear Driver Chassis: for each Begister there

is one Clear Selector Chassis and four Clear Driver Chassis, one for each of

the types of clear operation used.

As the term indicates the Clear Selector Chassis determines which cleeo*

is to be performed. Fig. 12 shows half the tubes in the BI Clear Selector —

those which determine whether a Bed or a Black clear is to be performed. This

circuit consists of a 6j6 twin trlode and two 6aL^ diodes. Mote that the

cathode of the 6j6 is either at -flOv or at -lOv, determined by the Logical

Control Organ of the machine, while the grids are at either or JiOv. Thus

as long as the cathode of the 6j6 is maintained at -flOv, both sections of

the tube will remain cut off, while the plate voltage will be maintained at

-t-ll^Ov by the 6AL^ diode shewn in the drawing Just above the 6j6 . This is

in turn applied to the grid of the 6j6 Clear Driver cathode follower, whose
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cathode In turn drives the grids of five ^687 tubes connected In parallel.

The cathodes of these tubes are connected to the Bed clear bus, vhlch sup-

plies plate voltage to the toggles of B . These tubes, therefore, again

merely form a cathode follower of large current handling capacity. We,

therefore, see that as long as the 6j6 In the Clear Selector remains In a

cut off condition, the Bed clear bus will be maintained at -t-l^Ov.

Nov let one of the grids of the 6j6 Clear Selector rise to Ov: to be

explicit, the left-hand one, the rl^t-hand one remaining at -kOf- Nothing

happens as long as the cathode Is maintained at -t-lOv, because the tube vlll

remain cut off. Nov let the cathode be svltched to -lOv. The left-hand side

of the 6j6 vlll conduct, and the cathode vlll follow the left-hand grid to

Ov, thus holding the right half in a cut off condltlcm. Hence the rl^t-hand

plate of the 6j6 vlll remain at -fl^Ov, and the Black clear bus vlll be main-

tained at this voltage. The plate of the left half of the tube will, hovever,

because of the plate current flowing throu^ the 39^000 ohm resistor, fall to

about ^Ov, vhlch vlll cause the Bed clear bus voltage to svlng down to this

value also. Beverslng the voltages at the tvo grids of the 6j6 In the Clear

Selector vill clearly cause the Bed clear bus to remain at -fl^Ov, vhlle the

Black clear bus vlll svlng down to -f^Ov. Another set of tvo 6AL^'s and a

6j6 in the Clear Selector i>ermlt the choice of Green or Tellov clear opera-

tions. The toggles to be inspected in this case vill be determined later;

this Is also the situation vith regiurd to the Cleao* Selector for BII.

The circuits supplying the Inputs to the grids of the 6j6 in the Clear

Selector permit the inspection of the contents of tvo toggles — one is that

-39
in the 2 position in B , the other is not yet determined. How the con-

tents of these toggles are used to select the appropriate clearing operations
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vlll be shown In our deacriptlon of the Logical Control of tha nachlne.

In 71g. 13 1b shown the schenatlc of the BI Gate Drivers and Gate

Driver-Drivers . Sach gate comaand Is supplied by two cathode followers In

cascade: the first, ^Ich we shall call the Oate Driver-Driver, Is one

section of a 2C^1, while the driver Itself consists of the two sections of

a 5687 In parallel.

The Cosqplement Gates permit either the number in B^ or its one's com-

pleoent to be read Into the Adder. These are shown In the top row of DVO

Ho. 1323* There Is one 6j6 Complement Gate for each stage; every five of

these have their plates driven by two ^87 's connected as shown. Suppose

the nufliber In the toggle is a 0, the left grid being high, while the rl^t

Is low. The left and rl^t grids of the 6j6 gate tube will be then at about

Ov and -hOy, respectively. If the left grid of the 5687 Is at +90v emd the

rl£^t one at -30v, then certainly the cathode voltage of the 6j6 will be Ov,

signifying to the Adder. If these grid voltages are Interchanged, the

6j6 cathode voltage falls to a level of about -HOv, signifying a 1 to the

Adder. Thus, this arrangement permits us to transmit to the Adder either

the contents of b3 or Its one's complement.

ADDER AND TBDB DIGIT BESOLVSR

The performance of the operation of addition Is the function of the

Adder amd the Digit Besolver. Two numbers to be added are presented each

as a set of forty voltages, Ov representing ajid -kor representing 1, as

Inputs to the forty stages of the Adder. The Adder contains an analogue

feature. In that voltages are added, In part, by the addition of ciirrents in
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a resistor. The output of each stage of the Adder Is one of four possible

voltages, corresponding to the four possible cases. In which the result of

an addition Is a or a 1 with or without carry Into the next colxann. The

Digit Besolver Is designed to discriminate between these four possible out-

puts, and to give as Its output one of two different voltages, which are

lnteiT)reted as or a 1.

Sach stage of the Adder has three Inputs — two representing digits

of the number to be added, and. one the ceurry from the stage which adds digits

of the next lover column of the binary numbers to be added, and two outputs,

one representing a carry to the next hl^ier stage, the other being the one

which the Digit Besolver must interpret as the appropriate digit of the sum.

The physical layout of the Adder closely resenibles that of the Regis-

ters. The Adder thus consists of four chassis, each containing ten columns

of four tubes each, one for each digit column of a forty binary digit number.

The inputs are taken from R (Resident digit) and from R^ (Incident digit).

In JMQ No. 133^ will be found a schematic of one of the chassis, the other

four being identical: only the first two and the last two columns of the

chassis are shown in the drawing, as the rest are merely rei>etiti(»is. It

should be noticed that the left column of the extreme left chassis operates

upon the lowest order digits of the numbers to be added — that is, upon

the digits in the column 2"^^ — and the order Increases as we go to the

right.

Consider the first two columns, which will be numbered n and n+l, in

the Adder: reference should be made to the schematic, DWG No. 133^* for

simplicity in reference, the tubes of column n will be labelled T^ t T^ ,' ' l,n' 2,n'

T * T, , while those of column n-fl will be T, ,, etc. The Inputs are:
3,n k,n l,n+l
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from R, (Resident digit) to gride 6 of T and T : from R^ (Incident» 2,n 2,n+l

digit) to cathodes 8 and 2 of T_ ; carry from colvum n-1 to grid 6 of T, ,

and carry froo the n-th column to grid 6 of Ti, , . Thus tubes T, , T^ .'•^n+l l,n' 2,n'

Ti. _, and the left halves of T^ and T- , perform the addition in the n-th^*" 3^n 3>n+l

column while T, „ . , T^ ^. , T. ^. and the rij^t halves of T, and T,l,n+l 2,n+l' 4,n+l °^ 3,n 3,n+l

perform that in the n-fl-th column. The following names for the tubes are

descriptive of their functions: T, - "carry gate": T - "resident diffit
l,n 2,n *

gate"; T_ - "sumning resistor driver"; T. , - "incident digit gate"; T,

"simming resistor driver driver".

In the interests of clarity we will consider the possible cases, and

observe the action of the circuit in each case. These cases are:
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so that the voltage at the grid of the Sunnaing Resistor Driver, which is

directly connected to this cathode is 215v. Furthermore, the left half of

the Resident digit gate will be in a conducting stage, so that by cathode fol-

lower action the cathode will be nominally at the grid potential, or Ov, and

the right half will, therefore, be cut off, since its grid is maintained at

-9v. The left half of the Incident digit gate will also be cut off, since

its grid is at -9v and its cathode at Ov. Thus no current will be drawn

through the Summing Resistor (connected between the Summing Point and the cath-

ode of the Summing Resistor Driver) by either of these gate tubes. The cath-

ode of the carry gate will follow the more positive grid and, therefore, rise

to 215v, so that the left half of this tube will be in a conducting state and

the right half cut off. Hence the voltage at point S will be +215v, as no cur-

rent flows throu^^ the Summing Resistor, and no current flows through the carry

connection to the next stage, showing the correctness of our original assumption.

In cases (3) and (^) , we still consider the carry into the n-th stage

as disconnected. In case (2) the Incident digit input drops to -hOv, which

pennits conduction by the Incident digit gate; the cathode of this tube will,

of course, only drop to slightly above -9v. Thua the plate current drawn

will be very neairly 165/32 ma = 5*15 na^ which flowing throu^ the Summing

Resistor will cause a drop in voltage across this resistor of very sli^tly

more than ^k volts. As the right half of the Resident digit gate is cut off,

the output voltage to the Digit Resolver is +l6lv. In case (k) , the Incident

digit gate is cut off, but the right half of the Resident digit gate is now

conducting; again the plate current of 165/32 ma causes a drop of ^k volts in

the Summing Resistor, so that the output voltage is again -«-l6lv. In both

cases (2) and {k) we see that the left grid (6) of the carry gate tube (T )

l,n
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beln^ at -t-l^Tv, the cathode of this tiibe vlll be slightly more positive, and

the right half vlll remain cut off. Thus ve have shovn that the condition of

"no carry" Implies that no current will flow throu^ the "carry" connection

to the next stage, which Is the assumption that has been used all along in

the amalysls.

It has now been shown that If the Incident or Besldent digit Is a 1,

the circuit will cause the corresponding gate to draw ^.1^ laa throu^ the

Sumalng Beslstor. Hence In case (7) & total of 10.3 na will flow through

this resistor, and the output voltage to the Digit Besolver will drop to

•t-lOTv. Thus grid 6 of the carry gate will drop below grid 5, which means

that the rlg^t half section of this tube will now conduct, the cathode will

rise to slightly more than •^136, the left section will be cut off and the

right section will draw very nearly '^36/90 = '.85 ma. This state, i^ich

indicates a ccurry into the next stage, causes the grid of Tj^^ . to drop to

approximately +124v.

How consider case (2) . Here grid 6 of the Summing Beslstor Driver

Driver (Tr ) Is held at -i-12'^v; the diode-connected right half has its plate

maintained at -i-lSlv; hence this section will conduct, and the cathode volt-

age will rise to slightly below fl6lv. This will, therefore, fix the volt-

age of the cathode of the Summing Beslstor Driver. (At slightly below this

level; there Is, however, a slight rise in voltage from grid to cathode of

the Summing Beslstor Driver, so that the voltage at this point turns out to

be very close to ->-l6lv.) Since no current is drawn throu^ the Sumalng Besls-

tor, the Summing Point voltage (Vg) is +I6IV. This is also sufficient to

raise the cathode of the carry gate to +l6lv, and to keep the right half of

this tube in a non-conducting state.
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The remaining cases can nov be discussed. In cases (k) and (6) the

action of the carry from the preceding stage Is to lover the cathode voltage

of the Sxamaing Besistor Driver to +l6lv, while the effect of the Incident or

Besident one, as the case nay be^ is to caxise a voltage drop of ^k volts

across the Sunming Besistor. Thus the output V = l6l - 5U » 107v. Hence
B

the right half of the carry gate will conduct, and so a carry will be in-

dicated to the next stage.

Only case (8) now remains. Here the Sunming Besistor Driver cathode

voltage is +l6lv becaiue of the carry from the preceding stage, while the

current drawn by the Incident and Besident gates throu^^ the Summing Besis-

tor causes a drop of I08 volts across the Sunning Besistor, so that 7 »
s

161 - 108 « 53v.

To sum up, there are four possible results to the addition in the

n-th column; the table gives these, and the corresponding V .

Sub Carry Y^ Vg
(average measured values)

215.3 volts

161.0 volts

108. 1^ volts

55.9 volts

It is now necessary to provide a means by which these output voltages

are interpreted; the result of this interpretation must be that V = 215 or

108v ultimately set a toggle in the position, while V » I6I or 53v set it

in the 1 position. We need not worry about carries, as we have seen that

these are all autonatically taken care of in the Adder. The task of interpre-

tation is assigned to the Digit Besolver, which will now be described.
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Physically the Digit Rosolver consists of four chassis similar to

those \ised in the Adder and located directly above them. Each column of

tubes in the Digit Resolver is ewisigned to interpret the output of one col-

umn of tubes in the Adder. Thus the colinnre of tubes In the Digit Besolver

are independent of each other, accepting a single input (V ) from the Adder,

and giving a single output to B . A schematic of a single column of tubes

In the Digit Besolver is shown in IWG No. C-3-1107' For convenience these

will be labelled T,, ..., T^ in order fron the top downward.

We shall consider in order the toxar possible cases. First let Vg =

+215v, which being applied to grid 5 of To causes the cathode to rise

slij^tly higher, thus cutting off the right section of T and the left sec-

tion of Tj^. Furthermore, the cathode of T is raised above +2l5v, cutting

off the right section of that tube. Now consider T . If the plate and

grid of the left section were disconnected, grid 3 would assume a potential

of approximately +l63v. Actually, of course, grid cxirrent flows, so that

the grid is only slightly positive with respect to the cathode. Plate cur-

rent amounts to about •+ ma which is more than sufficient to hold grid 7

below cut off. Thus the output voltage is determined by the voltage divider

consisting of the k^'lSS., 128. 7K, and 188.1K resistors to be +32v.

In the second case, Y =• +l6lv. This is 4111 sufficient to hold the
s

right section of T in a non-conducting state, but not enough to do the

same for the left section of Tj^, which accordingly conducts, while the ri^t

section is cut off. Again the voltage of grid 6 of T. (+l6lv) is more

than enough to assure that the right section is cut off. As the left sec-

tion of T. draws approximately U88/139 * 3-5 na, the voltage of grid 3 of

T falls to about -^QCv, and the left section of the tube is, therefore, cut
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off. The voltage of grid 7 of T would now become fll6v but for the flow of

grid current, which holde it down to but little above +82v (the voltage of

cathode 8), and the output voltage falls to about -58v.

In the third case, V = +108v. Again the left sectionfl of T, and Ti.

conduct, while the right sections are cut off. Hence aa in the second case

the grid voltage of the left section of T is well below cut off. However,

the voltage of grid 6 of T is now but sli^tly above +108v, while that of

grid 5 is +136v: the cathode follows the more positive grid, the left sec-

tion is cut off, and the right section draws a plate current of very nearly

U ma. As in the first case, this holds the voltage of grid 7 of T safely

below cut off, and again the output voltage is approximately +32v.

Finally, in the fourth case V « +56v ( to use the average measured

value). Hence in T the right section conducts, while the left section is

cut off. The right section of Tl and the left section of T are cut off,

while the other sections conduct, emd consequently, as in the third case,

both sections of T are cut off. Now, however, the plate current drawn by

the right section of T through the IvS-lfiK resistor causes the output volt-

age to fall to about -48v.

To sum up, the Digit Resolver output is +32v in both cases where the

sum digit is 0, while It is far negative in both cases where the sum digit is

1. These voltages axe actually considerably larger than needed to operate

the EI Oreen gates. Hence a diode "bumj^r" is provided at the output of each

stage: the circuit is shown in DWG No. 1288. In stages 2 to 2~^^ , the diode

cathodes are returned to ground, while in the remaining stages they are re-

turned to ground except during the read-in of information from the Input.

Thus during ordinary operation, the Digit Besolver output never swings above

Ov, while the negative excursion is not limited.
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III. THE WILLIAMS MEM3BY

WILLIAMS MBMOBI BLOCS DIAOBAM

There le no need to enter Into a discussion of the phyBical proceBses

that occur In a cathode ray tube used a^ a storage device In the way first

proposed by F. C. WllllafflS, as this has been done elsewhere. We will de-

scribe how cathode ray tubes are Incorporated In electronic circuits in order

to produce a complete memory organ. In the Interests of clarity, we will

first discuss the functions which the circuits are required to perform: from

this a block diagram can be constructed. When the main features of the memory

organ ham been thus presented, it will be time to describe in detail the ac-

tual circuits, and to show how the required functions are performed.

The memory organ of the present machine is of parallel type, holding

102l^ bits per tube in a square array, so that Uo tubes store 102l^ forty bi-

nary digit numbers, one binary digit of each nximber being held in each tube.

A sli^t modification of the "dot-dash" scheme of storing O's and l*s is used,

in that a "dash" here signifies two "dots" written so closely together that

the charge distribution produced by the writing of the first of the pair Is

considerably modified by that produced by writing the second. Thus we may

suppose that the charge distribixtions are qu&lltatively as follows:

+

Dot (0) Double Dot or Dash (1)

Fig. 15.

This picture needs to be kept in mind while we consider the writing process.
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To write a dot, va must first generate the deflection voltages vhlch guaran-

tee that the beeun will be directed to the desired location and then turn on

the electron beam for a short time. In writing a dash, we must do more:

first a dot must be written, then, after the electron beam has been turned

off, the beam position must be moved slightly to one side ("twitched"), then

the electron beam must be turned on again for a short time. Thus we have

for each memory location two positions: One for the first peak of charge, a

second for the second peak of charge; these will be referred to for conveni-

ence as the A and B positions.

In either writing new Information or In regenerating what already ex-

ists. It Is cleeu: that logically we need be able to make only a choice

between the two states of charge that are used to represent I's and O's, and

hence between two routines for turning on the electron beeun. However, the

physical processes of writing a dash where a dot exists, or a dot where a

dash exists, are certainly somewhat different from those of merely "re-

storing" a dot or a dash. Consider the writing of a dot on a dot: we merely

have to build up the charge In the A position to Its equilibrium position.

On the other hand, if a dash already exists eind we wish to write a dot over

it, it is clearly desirable to leave the beam on in the A position for a

longer time, so that more secondary electrons will be permitted to return

to the screen to nullify the concentration of positive charge in the B posi-

tion.

If a dash is to be written where a dash already exists, it is clearly

sufficient to turn on the beam in the A position only very briefly, while in

the B position it mist stay on long enough to bring the charge up to the

equilibrium value. On the other hand, in writing a dash over a dot, it is
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desirable to leave the team on In the B position somewhat longer, in order

that more secondary electrons will be available to return to the screen and

nullify in part the accumulation of positive charge in the A position. Thus

we are led to distinguish four possible routines:

(1) Write a dot where a dot exists ("normal dot") (TT)

(2) Write a dot where a dash exists ("superdot") (HT)

(3) Write a dash where a dash exists ("normal dash") (HH)

(k) Write a dash where a dot exists ("superdash") (TO)

In the brief designations of these four processes (TT, etc.)^ the letters T

and H are the last letters of dot and dash, the first position signifies the

existing state before the writing process, while the second signifies the

state to be created. In all cases the beam is txirned on in position A in

order to sense what information is stored in the location in question: this

is obviously necessary in the reading or the regeneration process, while in

the writing process, it is necessary to compare this information with that

which is to be written, and thus to select which of the four routines TT,

HT, HH, TH is appropriate. The following timing diagram for the turning on

of the electron beam is useful.
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In all cases the electron beam Is turned on at t , irtille between t auid t
J* 5

a period during which in all cases the beam is turned off, the "twitch" takes

place; thus in t^t, the beam is directed toward the A position, while in the

t^t it is inlhe B position. We note that in the Normal Dash routine the

beam is on in the A position for a shorter time than it is in the Superdash

routine: here an autcmatic turn-off of the beam occurs, which will be ex-

plained when we describe the operation of the Discriminator circuitry.

We have seen what beam-tum-on routines are needed for performing

the read-regenerate and the write functions. To carry out these routines,

properly timed sequences of pulses are needed in each case. Hence it is nec-

essary to provide not only these pulses, but also means of selecting the

required sequence, means of "reading" what is stored in any given memory loca-

tion, and means of deflecting the cathode ray tube beam to the desired memory

location. Furthermore, since the contents of the memory must be periodically

regenerated, it is clear that a fundamental repetition rate must be provided.

In the following discussion we shall illustrate, with reference to

the block diagram, how the functions outlined above are accomplished. It is

simplest to start with the cathode ray tube-amplifier-discriminator loop.

It should be noted that each of the forty CRT's in the memory organ has its

own output Amplifier and Discriminator; all the equipment represented by

other blocks in the diagram is coamon to the forty CRT's. At the beginning

of each read-regenerate or write cycle the Discriminator turns on the electron

beam in the CRT by red.sing the potential of the control grid. The Amplifier

merely raises the CRT output signal to the required level, which calls for a

gain of about 2 x 10^, its output being used to set to or 1 a toggle in the

Discriminator, which has previously been cleared to 0. The Discriminator inputs
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are, in addition to that froa the Aapllfler: (I) pulses to clear the toggle

and initiate the beam t\im on routine -- these are the sane no natter vhat

routine is perforaed; (2) four pulse trains SO. , 3k,, SO^, &K^ vhlch differ

according as reading, regenerating, or writing is required; (3) the digit to

be written frcn B. , this being yla a gate which is enabled only when writing

is called for. In addition to the beam-turn-on output, there is one from the

Discriminator toggle to BUI, which is ria a gate enabled only when reading

is required.

A block labelled "Timing Pulses" appears in the diagram. Physically

this contains a "Memory Clock" which provides the basic repetition rate, and

nine "Pulsers" which generate pulses beginning at various times in the cycle:

tl^ese pulses are of different lengths as required, and each is immediately

followed by a st«mdard "termination" pulse. These are: Inspect, TT, HT,

Twitch Delay (TD), HE, TH, and three others; A, CI, and B, which are needed

to step the Dispatch Counter in the Main Control. Termination pulses are

designated by a small "t" subscript: as SD , etc. The time sequence is 11-

luBtrated in Fig. 17, where the "termination" pulses are omitted. The clock

pulse Is also used to clear the Discriminator toggle to 0, and so is usually

designated by the abbreviation "CI T ".

It has been remarked that it is necessary to provide the Discriminator

with fovir trains of pulses, SO., SA. , SO , SA to enable it to carry out the

read-regenerate process, and a different set of four trains to carry out the

write process. These trains are formed from tie timing pulses Just discussed

in the block labelled "Discriminator Pulse Boutlne Generator"; it will be

noticed that there is an input to this block labelled "Bead^rite": this

signal determines which set of pulse trains SO., ••., SA will be tremsmitted
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to the Dlscrlffllnatocr.

Clock (CI Tj^)

Settling Delay (SD).
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rig. 17.

The Bead/tfrlte input to the Dlscrlnlnator P\ilse Routine Generator comes

froK the block labelled "Local Control". Here signals are received frcn the

Main Control (not, of course, a pcurt of the Memory), and from the Timing Pulse

Generator. The signals from Main Control signify: (1) "Tes/Ho" - the Memory

is to be used or not; (2) "Bead^'z'ite'' - a read-regenerate or a: vrite routine

Is called for. Local Control transmits the Bead/Vrlte signal to the Discrim-

inator Pulse Boutins, and also actuates the electronic svltch vhlch determines

whether the address standing in the Dispatch Counter or that standing in B^ is

to be transmitted to the Deflection Generator. Local Control also transmits

back to Main Control the following signals: Acknowledge "7es", Clear BUI,

Gate BUI, Tlnlsh, whose significance will be made cleeo* when we iindertake
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the detailed deBcrlptlon of the Local Control.

Finally, the Deflectlca Generator merely receives as Inputs the co-

ordinates of the Memory location to which the CRT electron beam Is to be

directed and generates the appropriate deflection potentials. The "tvltch"

generator's function Is obvious: It is actually pcurt of the Deflection

Generator, but its action is initiated by the HT (suiwrdot) tennlnatlon

pulse

.

MSMORT CLOCK

The necessity of periodically regenerating the information stored in

the Williams Memory makes it necessary to provide a timing device. In the

present machine, this is called the "Memory Clock".

As there is nothing in the operation of the Memory that requires the

maintenance of a very precise rei>etition rate, and as it is desired to per-

mit the rate to be veurled over a rather vide range (from Ukc to l43kc in the

present model), for convenience In testing it is entirely feasible to use a

multivibrator as the fundamental rate-determining circuit. The output of

the multivibrator is used merely to ring a peurallel LC circuit, the natural

period of vhlch determines the pulse duration.

The Memory Clock schematic is given In EWG Ho. 1217. The multivi-

brator appears at the left of the drawing, (tube B (a 6j6) and its associated

components). The diode A is added to sharpen the plate voltage recovery.

The plate voltage of the conducting half of the 6j6 falls to about 30v; when

this section of the tube is cut off, its plate voltage begins to rise expo-

nentially toward 300v; and hence is rising quite steeply when it reaches 150v,

where it is stopped by the diode. Hence, the multivibrator output resembles

waveform I in Fig. l8. The fall in plate voltage is quite abrupt; this sheuT)
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trailing edge Is the linportant feature of the output as It affects the rest

of the circuit.

tf'SO

4- So

JT
-f^soo A /e A

tt ti

-flao —
m

4S-0

4^10

-10 n. n n

(t-t- is approzlnately .^ microsecond; the time
between pulses depends upon the p.r.r. chosen)

Fig. 18.

To insure against spurious triggering of the multivibrator by noise,

the vhole Memory Clock is housed in a metal box, and lev pass filters are

Inserted in the leads by which power is brought in, as shown in the schematic.

The dually controlled ^OOk variable resistors amd the condensor switching

arrangement make It possible to vary the repetition rate of the multivibrator

from U^kcps to lU^Skcps. The present p.r.r. is 2^kcps: this will be raised
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considerably In the futuz>e.

The oixtput from the aultlTlbrator Is taken from the plate of the

right-hand section, and applied to grid of the left-hand section of tube D

(a 6j6). The coupling network time constant is .001 sec, vhlch is suffi-

ciently larger than the longest period available so that no serious distor-

tion results, while the left-hand half of the diode C merely clamps the top

of waveform I to ground. Thus the input to tube D is again waveform I, but

now the swing is from Ov to -120v.

Now consider tube D. Its rlg^t-hand grid is maintained at -lOv, so

that during that peirt of the cycle when the left-hand grid is at ground

potential, the left half is in a conducting state, drawing plate current

through the 2'k mh inductcmce; the cathode will be sli^tly above ground

potential and the right half consequently cut off* At time t , the left

grid suddenly falls to about -I20v, so that the left half will be cut off,

and the current transferred to the ri^t half.

Thu/6 the initial conditions for the circuit formed by the inductance

in parallel with its distributed capacity are: current flowing in the coll,

and a slight charge in the capacitance. The parallel LC circuit will, there-

fore, begin to oscillate. The voltage across the coil will start at close

to (actually a volt or two, due to the non-0 resistance of the coil), and

will 80 swing that the voltage of the end of the coll not attached to the

+100V bus will go positive with respect to -flOOv; this excursion of aaqplitude

approximately 50 volts, will, of course, be sinusoidal, at the natural fre-

quency of the LC circuit (which is very close to <Q mcps). When, however, the

first half period has ended, and the end of the coil not attached to the bus

begins to swing negative with respect to the bus, the right half of diode C
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vlll begin to conduct: this, together with the U.Jk realator critically daoips

the LC circuit, so that at each fall of voltage at the right-hand plate of the

multivibrator, e single positive half sine wave is transmitted to the grids

of tube F. The d.c. level from which this swing starts is clamped to Ov by

the left section of diode E. The signal applied to the grids of tube F is,

therefore, as shown in waveform II. The internal t^t- la very nearly one

microsecond, and this is clearly independent of the repetition rate of the

multivibrator.

Tubes F and G are both 6j6'8 each being so connected that it acts aa

a single tube. The grids of are maintained at +10v, so that, as long as the

grids of P are held at ground potential, the cathodes of both tubes, which

are connected together, are held at slightly above -flOv, vlth the consequence

that F is cut off. How in the interval tgt^, during which the grids of F are

driven to approximately +50v, tube F is caused to conduct so that its cathode

follows the grid so hl^ that is In turn cut off: this causes the plate

voltage of G to rise sharply from about 50v to lOOv; of co\irse, it vlll fall

sharply by a like amoxmt when ciurent svitches from G back to F again shortly

before t,. Thus the plate voltage of tube G is as shown in waveform III.

We now have to consider only the output cathode follower, txibe H. With

the left-hand grid held at -lOv, and the rlg^t at -25^, a condition which per-

sists except in the Intervals t t^, the left half vlll conduct, the right half

vlll remain cut off, and the cathode potential vlH remain at very little

above -lOv — vhlch la the output volta^ from the Memory Clock in these in-

tervals. When nov in intervals tgt- a 50v pulae is emitted by tube G, the

voltage of the rl^t-hand grid of vlll rise to +10v, where it vlll be cau^^t

by the ri^t half of diode B; consequently, the cathode of H will rise to
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very slij^tly above +10v during time intervals t t^, which gives us the out-

put waveform IV.

WILLIAMS TOBE FOLSERS

The operation of the WlUlams Neiaory requires the availability of a

number of pulses occurring at definite times in the cycle of the Memory

Clock (see 7ig. 17). The circuits used to provide these are called "Pulsers".

They are all designed to accept as inputs pulses of essentially rectangular

shape, rising from -10 to +10v, and of duration .5 )is or greater. The

pulser output consists of two pulses. The first is one whose len^h may be

varied; the leading edge of this pulse occurs at the same tims as that of

the input pulse. The second is in all cases of fixed duration — approxi-

n»tely .5 }is -- with its leading edge synchronized with the trailing edge of

the first pulse. The second pulse output is of about half the duration and

of the same aaqplitude as that of the Memory Clock, and can be (and is) used

as an input trigger to other pulsers. Both time diurations are established

as one half the period of a parallel LC circuit. In the case of the first

pulse, variation of the values of Inductance and capacitsuace permit vari-

ation of pulse duration over a fairly wide range. A table is given in

DWQ No. 1216 which shows the ranges of pulse duration available in the

pulsers of the present machine.

Let UB now consider thecoperation of the circuit (see WQ No. 1216) >

Between pulses the rle^t-hand grid of tube A is held at -20v and the left-

hand grid at -lOv. Under these circumstamces , the cathode of A is sll^tly

above -lOv, the rig^t half of A is cut off, and in tube B, the left- and

ri^t-hand grids of which are at -lOv and ground, respectively, only the

rl^t half is in a conducting state, plate current of approximately U.2 aa
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being dravn threat^ the 1 oh Inductcuice . We aflsune that no transient oscil-

lation Is present in either LC circuit: the fact that each LC clrcizlt has

connected across It a diode (consisting of the cathode aid. one grid of tube C)

and resistance chosen at the critical damping value of the circuit assures us

that no transient will persist essentially beyond one period. Thus both

plates of B are rery nearly at -fl^Ov (the left grid vill be at this voltage,

vhile the rig^t one vill be very slightly belov because of the non-0 resist-

ance of the 1 ah Inductanc^. Thus the cathode and both grids of tube C are

at 4-l^Ov, so that both sections are In a conducting state; the plate poten-

tials turn out to be about -t-22^v. Clearly diodes D and E are nov conducting,

while only the ri^^t half of tube F is conducting, the cathode, therefore,

being subtly above -lOr.

With the arrival of the Input pulse at the left grid of tube A, the

cathode vill follcw the grid to slightly above this voltage: ve note that

this is also autonatlcally the leading edge of the "Pxilse Out", i^lch Is,

therefore, not delayed vith respect to the input pulse.

The left-hand grid of tube B is nov driven to sli^^tly above -flOr, and

the cathode follovs it, thus cutting off the ri^^t-hand section. This abrupt

svitch, of course, sets up tramslent oscillations in the parallel LC circuits

in the plate leads of tube B. The right-hand plate svings positive vith re-

spect to -t-l^Ov. Thus the left-hand grid of tube C becomes positive vith

respect to the cathode; and grid current flows through the 2.2K resistor in

series vith the grid: the value of this resistor is chosen so as to assure

that the peurallel RLC clrcviit consisting of the' inductance and capacitance,

the grld-to-cathode resistance of the left section of C, and the 2.2K resistor

is critically damped. Of course, the plate current of the left section of C
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Is Increased somevhat and the plate voltage decreased; this change Is trans-

mitted to the left grid of tube F^ which has already been shown to be below

cut-off* Hence this transient has no effect on the output of the Pulser. On

the other hand, the transient set up In the plate circuit of the left section

of B Is such that the plate swings negative with respect to +150v: the exact

amount of this swing, of course, depends on the square root of L/C; for all

the values used It Is never less than about 28v. The right section of C cuts

off when the grid Is about six volts below the cathode, a level which Is

reached In at the most T% of the half period of the LC circuit. The plate

voltage is not, however, i>ermitted to rise all the way to +300v; it is

"caught" at +26OV by the left section of diode D, a level which will obvi-

ously be reached considerably before the grid voltage reaches cut-off, so

that the rise from +225 to +260v is accoapllshed in a little over 3^ of the

half-period of the LC circuit: at the end of the half-period, of course, a

fall of like amount takes place. Thus a pulse of about 35^ amplitude is

created at the ri^t-hand plate of C The right-hand plate of the 30 )ijif

condenser is maintained at -20v before the pulse begins, so that since the

cathode of diode S is held at -t-lOv, at this point a pulse rising from -20

to +10v appears: these levels are accurately defined, and it is apparent

that the exact magnitude of the pulse at the right plate of C is unimportant

provided it exceeds 30v. A similar remark applies to the magnitude of the

negative swing of the ri^t grid of C: it needs only to be sufficient to

raise the plate voltage to +260v in a time short compared to the half-

period of the LC circtilt. The pulse produced is applied to the rig^t-hand

grid of tube A, which rises to +10v. Thus though the input pulse to the left

grid of A shortly drops frcn +10 to -lOv, the cathode is held at slightly
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abovo +10v for a tine determined by the half period of the LC circuit.

At the end of the negative sving of the right-hand grid of C, the

voltage of the rig^t-hand grid of A falls again to -20v; the cathode, how-

ever, is "cau^t" at -10: this fall marks the end of the "Pulse Out."

This fall also causes a switch in cvirrent in tube B: the rig^t-hand half

once more is caused to conduct, and the left is cut off. We must once

more examine the behavior of the LC circuits in the plate leads.

It is ncv time for the second half cycle of the oscillation of the

circuit In the left plate lead. However, when the lover end of this starts

to go positive with respect to the upper end, the ri^t section of C begins

to draw plate current, and its grid to cathode resistance, in addition to

the 2.7K resistor, critically daoqps the oscillation. The drop of the plate

voltage of this section below +225v drives the rig^t-hand grid of A below

-20v, but this clearly has no effect upon the cathode voltage of A, and

hence the "Pulse Out" voltage, which remains at sli^tly above -lOv.

However, the 1 mh inductance — 20 y^ condenser conibination zxow pro-

duces a transient: the end connected to the rig^t-hand plate of B swings

negative with respect to -t-lJOv throu^ a half period of a sine wave of

about 28v anqplitude. This drives the left half of C below cut-off; the

plate voltage begins to rise toward +300v, but is caught at +260v by the

left section of diode D, and we get a pulse of approximately 35v amplitude

lasting for neeo-ly .^ ^is at this point. Note that in determining the period

of oscillation it is necessary to talce into account, in addition to the 20 uuf

condenser, any distributed capacity that is present — this is of sufficient

magnitude to make the resonant frequency close to 1 mcps. Diode S limits the

rise of grid voltage of the left section of F, so that this point rises from
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-20v to +10v during the pulae, and hence the cathode rises trom slightly-

above -lOv to slightly above +10v for very nearly .5^. This is the

"Pulse Knd" pulse: as we said before, its leading edge is determined by the

termination of the Pulse Out pulse. As the 1 mc oscillation attempts to

enter its second half cycle, the left half of C draws grid current, and

critical damping again ensuas. Thus the circuit is returned to its quies-

cent state, awaiting the eurival of the next input pulse.

There are ten pulsers of the kind Just described. One of these, the

"Settling Delay" puLser, is triggered by the Clock pulses; its pulse output

1b not used, but its termination pulse triggers the Inspect, TT and HT

pulses. The termination of the HT pulser triggers the TD pulser, and its

termination pulse triggers both the TH and HH pulsers. The TH termination

pulse triggers the A pulses, its termination pulse the CI pulser, and finally

its termination pulse the B pulser. A pulse called the "Strobe" is used in

the Discriminator: it is an inverted and slightly amplified version of I,

dropping from to about -25v for the duration of I. It is generated by a

circuit located in the same chassis that contains the Local Control and the

Pulse Eout ine Generator and will be described with them.

Fig. 19 shows the actual waveforms observed, together with the timing

actually used in the computer. We will see later how various of these pulses

are combined to give the Discriminator Pulse Boutine voltages used in the

Discriminator. We also note that the I pulse is not used directly, but is

first passed throu^ em amplifier and d.c. restorer to produce the negative-

going pulse actually used in the Discriminator. The actiial voltage levels

employed aire shown in Fig. 19: these axe very close to the "nominal" values

of -lOv and -flOv which we used in the discussion of the pulser circuit:
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termination of each pulse and last for approximately -5 us. They are desig-

nated by the letter that describes the pulse at whose termination they rise

vith a small "t" subscript, as for example I , TD , etc.

THS WILLIAMS TUBE OUTPUT AMPLIFIER

The current that flows to or from ground to the cathode ray tube

pickup screen during a reading operation Is very feeble. A resistor being

inserted between these points, the resulting voltage must be amplified to

bring the output up to the desired voltage level. Thus each cathode ray

tube in the Williams Memory is provided with an amplifier, the schematic of

which appears in DWG No. 11^2. In this drawing is shown also the physical

structure of the amplifier, which will be seen to be of annular form: it

Is mounted within the shield that encloses the cathode ray tube, directly

in front of the tube, which minimizes the length of the lead from the pick-

up screen to the grid of the first tube of the eunplifler.

The value of B-5 was chosen as 100,000 ohms, which means that the

maximum amplitude of input voltages are approximately .25 mv and 1 nv when

a or a 1, respectively. Is read. A gain of 20,000 provides output signals

of maximum amplitude 5 and 20v, respectively, which are ample for the pur-

pose for which they are used In the Discriminator. Using three stages of

amplification, with 6aI5 tubes, and assuming g = 1*^000 umbos, requires a
m '

load resistor of 6.8K for a gain of 27.2 per stage, very nearly 20,000

overall

.

It was desired to hold to a low value any 60 cycle hum due to cathode

leakage and modulation of the electron stream. Given the chosen value of

grid-leak resistance, the value of 1000 uuf for C-k is chosen to guarantee
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that the gain at 60 cps is less than iinity. As the tubes are to be operated

at not over half the rated plate euid screen dissipation, the decoupling

resistor E-2 and the screen grid resistor E-1 were choaen so that vith in-

put voltage and 2.5v bias developed across R-4 neither the screen nor the

plate voltage exceeds 120v.

The remaining elements are the peaking inductance L-1, and the three

condensers C-1^ C-2, C-3. The value of C-2 is as large as can be conven-

iently incorporated in the assembly; that of C-3 is not critical since the

low-frequency response of the amplifier is not particularly important; C-3

is sufficiently large that any serious reduction in gain due to degeneration

is avoided for the middle range of the amplifier response and beyond. C-1

again is not critical.

The measured gain characteristic of the amplifier has half power fre-

quencies at very nearly 6 kcps suad 300 kcps. One other characteristic of

the amplifier response is the rise time, which here turns out to be approx-

imately .3 usee.

•

THE DISCRIMINATQB

The signals obtained froa the cathode ray tubes, after having been in-

verted and amplified by the three stage output amplifier are as follows:

Fig. 20.
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The Dlacrlmlnator distinguishes between these tvo: It contains a toggle

vhich Is set by the amplifier output to the state corresponding to the bit

of Information read. The Discriminator Is furthermore supplied vlth four

trains of pulses from the block In Fig. 1^ labelled 'discriminator Pulse

Routine Generator"?, which are of one configuration if reading or regenerat-

ing is called for, but of a second configuration if new Infomation is to

be written over that presently in existence. If reading or regeneration

takes place, the Discriminator causes the electron beam of the cathode ray

tube to be turned on the required time (Normal Dot or Normal Dash) to re-

store the existing state of charge, while if writing is to be accomplished,

the circuitry ccanpeores the existing bit of information with that which is

to replace it, and turns on the electron beam in the Normal Dot or Normal

Dash routine if the new information is the same as the present, or in the

Superdot or Superdash routine in case a is to replace a 1, or vice versa.

We will now describe the operation of the Discriminator, referring

to DWO No. 12hl.

The lower row of tubes in the drawing consists of one toggle ("T ")

and associated gates, used to present information to the toggle and to ex-

tract Information from it. This toggle is the first element of the circuit

affected in each cycle of the Memory: at the time of each Clock pulse. It

is cleeured to 0, i.e., to the state in which the left half of the 6j6 is

conducting. This is accomplished by a clear driver and clemr driver-driver

circuit, Just as in the case of the register toggles.

The next operation in the memory cycle is to turn on the electron

beeim of the cathode ray tube to Inspect the contents of the particular loca-

tion in the memory tube which is cvjrrently of interest. In the "read
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regenerate" case this is obviously necessary. In the "write" case it turns out Itet

as we have pointed out before, it is desirable to use different bean turn on

routines according as the restoration or changing of the stored information

is called for.

Once the Discriminator toggle (T ) has been set, the circuit uses the

Discriminator pulse routine pulses to effect when necessary the comparison

of the contents of T and of the corresponding toggle in B , and thus to

establish the appropriate beeun turn on routine. It will be noticed that but

a single lead is brought to the Discriminator from the R toggle, so that

the gating arrangement is somewhat different fran that used to read out of

T . Furthermore, this lead does not come directly from the R toggle, but

from the plate of the Resident digit gate in the Adders See Fig. 21.

our TO

>u f^rS<yfto

OuV^/HlUei POlUT

'[3ZK

i

Fig. 21.

Thus, for a R toggle grid voltage of -hOrr (representing a 1), the left sec-

tion of the Resident digit gate will remain cut off, and the plate voltage

will be -t-llOv, this voltage being determined by the bus. A grid voltage of 0,

representing a 0, will cause the left section to conduct, and the plate cur-

rent of approximately 5-5 oa brings the output voltage (T ) to about -hSUv;
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actually this voltage can vary aa much as 5 volts either vay owing to the

resistor tolerance of 10)1 without causing any difficulty.

The connection to the CRT control grid Is made as shoim in the upper

right-hand comer of DWO No. 12Ul. The cathode of the CRT Is saalntaload at

-»-3l8v, so that if the cathode of the 6AL5 is held at or above f288v, the

CBT grid Is held at •f288v, and the electron beam is on. Dropping the grid

to •«-280v is sufficient to cut the beam off, and clearly this can be done by

dropping the 6AL5 cathode voltage to sll^tly belov this level. The volt-

age of the 6AL5 cathode Is determined by the 5687 shown In the upper left-

hand comer of the schenatlc. If the rlg^t-hand section of this tube draws

no current, the grid of the left section will be at +300v and the cathode

subtly above this value: this is obviously sxifficient to hold the 6KL^

in a non-conducting state and thus permit the CRT electron baam to stay

"on". On the other hand, if the rl^t-hand section of the 5^87 carries a

current of 6 aa, the grid of the left section will drop to +255v: the

cathode will be slightly above this, and, therefore, the CRT control grid

will fall sefely below the cut-off level. Actually about 3 ma would 8\if-

fice if all the valtwa of resistors in the circuit were precisely as given

In the schematic, and not subject to tolerances.

It Is, therefore, necesscury In all eases to assure that no current

is drawn by any of the gates yblch read out from T or from Tq at the begin-

ning of the Inspect pulse.

We shall now establish the waveforms of the pulse trains SO , SA.

,

BOp, BAp which are needed.

First consider the "reeui-regenerate" case. Here SO,, ..., SA- nnist

be such that the beam turn on coz*re8ponds to the "normal" cases, TT and HE.
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There is no reason to consult T , so both gates to which It is connected

must be held In the disabled condition throughout the cycle, vhlch Is done

by holding SO at +70^ and SA at +120v. This Is sufficient to assure us

that the left-hand sections of both the T output gates will remain In a

non-conducting condition.

As far as T Is concerned, It Is definitely kncwn that it initially

contains a 0; hence the left-hand gate, vhlch reads out from the rl^t-hand

grid of the toggle vlll not conduct if its cathode is held sufficiently

above -35v to assure cut-off, while the right-hand gate will be non-conducting

if its cathode IB held sufflclaDitly above Ov to assure cut-off. Voltage

lerels of -lOv and -flOv are convenient emd svifficient for tliis purpose.

Thus if SA -lOv, 30 +10v, SA « +I20v, SO « +75^ during the
1 ' 1 * 2 '2

Inspect pulse, we will be assured that the CEIT electron bean is turned on

at the beginning of the* pulse time.

During the Inspect time the inforaatlon stored in the location on

the CRT phosphor to which the beam is directed is made available to the Dis-

criminator as follows; the input to grid 7 of the 12AU7 la held at Ov except

during the Inspect time when it drops for .5 wa to -25v (the pulse that ac-

complishes this is called the Strob^. Bote that the grids of the 6j6 are

biased to -20v and -lOv, respectively, so that before the Strobe pulse both

sections of the 6j6 ax« cut off.

During the Strobe we have two possibilities. In case a is read, the

signal frcn the amplifier rises to -f^v during the Inspect period; hence, the

rlg^t-hand grid of the 6j6 rise« to -^v, and hence the cathode following it,

the left section remains cut-off, and no signal is tnmsmitted to T . T

having been Just previously cleared to 0, continues to hold a 0. In case a 1
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l8 read, the amplifier output drops from Ov to -20v during the Inspect pulse,

thus driving the voltage of the right-hand grid of the 6j6 down to -30v. The

cathode voltage drops also, but vill be "caught" in the vicinity of -20v as

the left section begins to conduct. The plate cxirrent of this section, flow-

ing throuc^ the l^K plate resistor of the right-hand section of the toggle

tube flips the toggle to the 1 condition. Thus by the end of the Strobe pulse,

the Information held in T is identical with that stored in the CRT location

that is being read.

How to continue with the read-regenerate case, there ai^ Just two pos-

sibilities: either a or a 1 is stored in the given memory location. If it

is a 0, the toggle T is not flipped during the Strobe time, and hence the

CBT electron beam will stay on as long as the values of SA , ...., SO are

maintained. These most, therefore, be maintained a length of time correspond-

int to the Normal Dot. It is convenient to take the quiescent values as fol-

lows: SA - -lOv, SO = -lOv, SA » +120V, SO = +70v. Then for Normal Dot
1 '1 2 2

(TO) SO. rises to +10v at the beginning of the Inspect pulse, and returns to

-lOv at the end of Normal Dot time, which occurs slightly before the end of

the Strobe pulse. The other possibility is that the memory location in ques-

tion holds a 1. Suppose the voltages SA , ..., SO are as determined above.

Shortly after beam turn-on, the toggle T is flipped. The grid voltage of the

left-hand section of the toggle tube now becomes -35v, while that of the right

section becomes Ov. As SA is -lOv and SO is +10v, right gate is unaffected

while the ri^t-hand section of the left gate now draws plate current of ap-

proximately 300/W* « 6.82 ma, vrtiich is more than enou^ to turn off the CRT

electron beam. Actually, we would prefer not to turn on the beam at all in

the A position, but clearly this must be done in order to ascertain the state
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(0 or 1) of the point: it turns out that in the present case the beam is

turned off sufficiently rapidly so that not much charge is built up in the

A position. Hence, the pulse distribution voltages SA , etc. that suffice

for dot regeneration also suffice for the regeneration of the A position of

a dash.

Clecurly the B position of the dash must also be regenerated after the

twitch. This is done by holding SO at -lOv, but raising SA to +10v for a

time equal to the Normal Dash regeneration time: these voltages are clearly

adequate to disable the T read out gates. We note that In case T holdB a

0, these values of SO^ and Bt, still permit the left section of the right T

read out gate to drav 6.82 ma of current, so that in the dot case the beam

vill stay off after it has been twitched to the B position.

Hence we have shorn that for reading and regenerating both 0*8 and I's

the following modes of variation of the Discriminator pulse routine voltages

suffice:
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derive these.

Ab before, the CBT electroD beam nniBt be turned cm In synchranlBm vlth

the Inspect palj«« The TT case requires, therefore, that SO be raised to

t-107, and maintained at that level during the time required for dot restora-

tion (Homal Dot). Dtiring this tlas, the lerel of SA. is clearly of no eoa-

sequence, as either of the possible levels vlll keep the left sectiota of the

gate tn a non-conducting state. The saas is true of SA . SO must be held
2 2

at +7^v during the Normal Dot time.

Hov consider the TH case. As in the TT case, the left cprid of the

toggle tube is at Ov and the right at -3?v, vhile the voltage of the T lead

is -fllOv. The CBT beam must be turned aa at the beginning of the Inspect

pulse, turned off at the expiration of the tlBB required to vrlte the A ftirt

of the dash, turned on again at the end of the tvltch settling delay, and

turned off again at the expiration of the IH pulse (Superdash). SA must,

therefore, be raised to -fiaOv at the beginning of the Inspect pulse, and

dropped back to -flOOv at the end of the time required to vrlte the A part

of the dash. At the expiration of the twitch settling delay, 80 must be

raised to -flOv, and SAp to •fl20v to assure beam turn on. One, at least, of

these voltages must be dropped again at the expiration of the tins required

for Superdash. We do this to SO ; SA can be dropped any time before the

beginning of the next cycle. The values of SA and SO in this case clearly

are of no iiq>ortance: all we have so far determined (from the TT case) is

that SOo Mtst be held at -t-Y^v during Hormal Dot; it certainly must be raised

to +100V at the end of TD, cmd held there at leeuit until the fall of SO for

otherwise no current would be drawn from the suaning bus during that Interval

and Normal Dot restoration could not be accomplished.
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Thus, so far we have determined the followliig waveforma for the

Discriminator pulse routine Toltages:

r j~] I TD 1.

St>z_ 1 I 1 I ^7S
, ,

-f/o

Sa, I
I [ \ /o

. ._ ¥-/t>o

Fig. 23.

We new turn to cases HT and HE; In both of these the toggle T Is

flipped to the 1 position during the Strobe pulse.

In case HT, the CRT beam must be.^kept on for Superdot tloa, which is

longer than that required for Normal Dot restoration. This can be done by

raising SA from -107 to -t-lOv for this period, at the same time holding SO

at 4-7^7. At the end of this time, either SA must be dropped to -lOv, or
1

SO raised t'o -flOOv (we actually do both): Clearly these modes of variation

cause no difficulty In the TT and HE routines.

Finally consider case EH. SO and SO are here Important, while the

variation of SA^ and SA, suffice for the restoration of the A posltlcQ. We
2 1

"^

also raise SA to -»-10v at the expiration of the twitch settling delay for the

time required for normal restoration of the B position. As noted before

(vinder TE) SO. Is raised to +100v during the Superdash Interval, so that the

beam Is guaramteed to be tiimed on diirlng the shorter Normal Dash restora-

tion period*

Thus we have established the waveforms of the Discriminator pulse

routine voltages: Fig. 2k gives the set for (a) the read-regenerate ceuie.
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and (b) the vrlte case.
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(The time scale in 71g. 2^ Is such that the duration
of "Clear T," Is very nearly 1 usee.)

Fig. 2\.

One slight change must be made to the pattern ve have determined, for

engineering convenience rather than logical necessity. During the clearing

%S t. it is possible that very briefly the grid voltages of the toggle tube

are such that no current is dravn from the summing bus by either of the gates.

To guarantee that this vlll not cause beam turn-on, SO is caueed to rise to

•fl20v dxu:ing the clearing operation, thus assuring the drawing of current

from the summing bus by the SO^ gate. This is shown en o\ir final dravlng of

the pxilse routine voltage waveforms.
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Another sll^t change Is made In SO . It Is clearly unimportant

whether this voltage remains at +100v or drops to +7^'7 after the conqpletlon

of the vriting of the B part of a dash; it is also unimportant which of these

levels it assumes in the brief lntez*val between the Clock pulse euid the

Strobe pulse ^ for in both these Intervals SO and SA. are -lOv, so that we

are certain that current is drawn from the summing bus by one of the gates

leading out of T , and that the CRT electron beam, therefore, is cut off.

As a matter of convenience SO is dropped to +7^v at the beginning of the

CI pulse, and kept there until the next Clock pulse, at which time it rises

to -t-120v. It then drops to +75'^^ &t the expiration of the Clock pulse; this

is shown in ?ig. 2^.
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(The width of the first SO-, pulse is approximately one microsecond).

Fig. 25.
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The circuits used to develop the pulse routine voltages which we have

been discussing are described in the next section on the Pulse Routine Gen-

erator. In Fig. 25 are shown the actual waveforms obtained.

PULSE RODTIHK dEKKRAODB

We will now show how the outputs of the pulsers are combined to pro-

duce the pulse routine voltages which were shown to be needed for the opera-

tion of the Discriminator. The circuits are quite straight forward; a sche-

matic is given in DWO No. 1325

.

The inputs to the generator are: TT, TH, HT, HH, Cle«ir T , I, CI, TD,

and two voltages one of which is -20v for read-regenerate and +10v for write,

the other +10v for read-regonerate, -20v for write. The outputs are: SA , SO ,

SA , and SO to the Discriminator, and the twitch pulse, which rises from -20v
2 2

to +10v with the leading edge of TD, and falls back to -20v with the leading

edge of CI, to the Deflection Generator. The twitch pulse is generated by the

toggle labelled "Switch" in the schematic. An output Is taken via a cathode fol-

lower to the SA generator, while the use of the inputs 01 and TD In triggering

the toggle are clear from the schematic.

We will now consider the generators of SO , SA , SA , SO in order as112 2

they appear In the drawing. Reference is made to Fig. 2^ where the desired

waveforms are shown.

In the write case, the left cathode of the 6AL5 being constantly at

+10v and the right one varying with TH, the left grid of the 6j6 is held at

-lOv excejrt d\irlng the TH pulse, when it is raised to +10v. The input to

the ri^t grid of the 6j6 is TT, which sta3r8 at -lOv except during the TT

pulse time. The 5687 is, of course, merely a cathode follower. Hence the

SO output is -lOv except during the TT and TH pulses, when it rises to -elOv.
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During the read-regenerate case, the diode plate is constantly held at -20v,

as TH never falls below this level, and hence the cathode of the 6j6 fol-

lows the higher grid, which is at all times the right one. Thus, the output

is -lOv except during the TT pulse, when It rises to +10v.

The operation of the SA generator is the same. In the write case

the voltage of the left grid of the 6j6 io -lOv except during HT, when it

rises to +10v, and that of the right grid is -lOv except during HH, when it

rises to +10v. Hence the output is -lOv except during the HT and HH pulses

when it is +10v. During a read-regenerate cycle the left grid of the 6j6

is constantly held at -20v, so the output follows the variation of HH, being

-lOv except during HH, when it rises to +10v.

In the SA generator we note that the cathodes of the two 6j6's to
2

irtiich the inputs are applied are ccxmected together, and that the rl^t grid

of the right tube is grounded. Thus this section will be cut off If the cath-

ode voltage Is above about +5v, under which circumstance the grid voltage of

the 5687 is "bximped" at +120v by the ri^t section of the 6AL5; on the other

hand, if the right aectlon of the rlg^t 6j6 conducts, the input to the 5687

is bumped at +100v by the left section of the 6AL5. In the write case, the

right section of the rlg^t 6j6 will, therefore, conduct except during I and

the time from the beginning of TD to the beginning of CI when the twitch

voltage rises to +10v. Hence the SA output In the write case is +100v

except during I and the time the twitch voltage is +10v, when it rises to

+120v. In the read-regenerate case the right section of the right triode is

constantly non-Conducting, bo the output is consteuatly +I20v.

Finally, we have the SOp generator; we note that the Inputs are applied

to a 6j6 at the left and to one at the right, which appears Just above the
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5687 cathcxie follower in the schematic This second 6j6 is so arranged that

its left section conducts except while the Discriminator toggle T is being

cleared: thus, the voltage of the rij^t grid of the center 6j6 la held at

somewhat below -f60v except dxxring Clear T when it rises to +120v. We ob-

serve that the voltage of the left grid of the 6j6 in the center is con-

strained by the 6iAL5 bumper to lie between +75v euid +100v. Hence in all

cases the output voltage SO must rise to +120v during the Clear T (or
2 1

Clock) pulse, and at no other time can It exceed +100v. How consider the

left 6j6. During a write cycle its left section is obviously held in a cut-

off condition, while Its ri^t grid Is held at -20v from the beginning of TD

to the beginning of CI, when it rises to +10v, where it remains until the

beginning of the next TD pulse. Thus from the beginning of TD to that of CI,

the voltage of the left grid of the center is +100v, while the rest of the

time it is +75v. Thus 80 is +120 during CI T , at the end of which it falls

to +75v where it remains until TD, when it rises to +100, falling again to

+75v at the beginning of CI.

Comparison with the waveforms deduced as necessary for the operation

of the Discriminator (Fig. 2h) shows that the circuits we have been discuss-

ing should produce these subject to finite times of rise and fall of the

pulses. The actual waveforms obtained are shown in Fig. 25. The rise times

of the pulses are approximately .2^ ^s in all cases; no serious distortion is

present, but a delay of approximately .05^sec is introduced by the circuits

which is obviously too small to show in the drawings.

WILLIAMS TDBE DSFLECTION GEMRATCP

We have seen that each storage tube holds an array of 32 x 32 bite of
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Information. The address of a bit conalata of two numbers, each being one

of the integers 0, 1, ...,31 (each, of course, expressed In binary notation)

which specify the horizontal and vertical coordinates of the bit.

An address is presented to the memory organ as the contents of a ten

stage binary register, the stages 2 , 2 , ..., 2 specify the horizontal co-

ordinate, and 2^, ..., 2^ the vertical one. These binary numbers must be

converted Into the voltages needed to deflect the electron beam: this is

the function of the Deflection Generator, a schematic of which appears In

EWG. No. 128U and DWO Ho. 1285 . Before going on to a description of the

operation of this circuit. It should be mentioned that the twitch Is treated

as an extra digit column in thd horizontal coordinate: 2 Is treated as the

highest order column, 2 the next and so on, with the twitch of order lower

than 2 .

The terminals at the bottom of DWO No. 128U present to the deflection

generator the twitch voltage (a pulse rising from -20v to +10v in synchronism

with the rise of TD, and falling again In synchronism with the leading edge

of CI), and the digits of the address (+5v for a 0, -30v for a 1). The lat-

ter values are due to the fact that connections to the input terminals cone

from the address register by coaxial cable, which is driven by a cathode fol-

lower the input of which is taken from a toggle grid; cathode rise of 5v in

the cathode follower accounts for the values quoted here.

In order to minimize noise that may enter the deflection generator,

the full variation available at each Input terminal is not used, the diode

bumper, which is shown as the tube at the bottom of the left column In DUO

No. 128'* restricting the swing totasfrom Ov to -lOv (these are, therefore,

the nominal values for and 1, and for twitch on emd twitch off).
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Now consider the 6j6 that appears Just above the input bumping diode.

As its left grid is held at -5v, the left section will be non-conducting vhen

the right grid is raised to Ov, but conducting vhen the right grid is dropijed

to -lOv. In the former case, the voltage at the ri^t grid of the second 6j6

(fourth tube up) is bumped at +120v by the 6AL5. In the latter, it is bumped

at +100v (ve note that the plate current of the left section of the first 6j6

must be somewhat greater than 95/13000 =7-3 ma* bo that the plate voltage

will surely fall below +100v).

The second 6j6 in the column has, therefore, as input to its right grid

+120V for twitch on, +100v for twitch off. As its left grid is held fixed at

+110V, the left section will not conduct in the first case, but will in the

second, drawing a plate current of somewhat over k.OJ ma. As regards the

rig^t section, the situation ia reversed: in the first case a plate current

of somewhat over k.kk ma is drawn, in the second it is cut off.

Hence the voltages of the left and right plates of the 6j6 are, respec-

tively, for twitch on, UoOv, 382. 7v; for twitch off, 381^-lv> J^OOv.

In the first case the 12AX7 in the upper left-hand comer of the draw-

ing will have its left section on and its right section off; in the second

case the reverse will be true. Thus it will draw a current I = lOO/R (where

R is the resistance in the cathode circuit) from summing bus A, and none from

B, while in the second these will be interchanged. In practice the variable

^OOK. resistor is adjusted to maximize the amplitude of the dash output of the

Williams Memory Output Amplifier, which depends upon the magnitude of the dis-

placement between the A and B positions.

The operation of the other columns of tubes, which exactly duplicate

the one we have discussed in detail, except for the tube type and the value bf
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the cathode resistor of the top tube in the coliunn, is, of course. Identical

with that of the first column except as regards the current drawn from the

summing buses A and B. Thus In each case a Input to the column results in

the drawing of approximately 100/R amperes from bus A and no current frcsn B,

while for a 1 input these will be interchanged. Taking account of cathode

rise in each of the tubes, the design values of the cathode resistors were

chosen so that the 2 stage would draw i = 6.98 ma; stage 2 , 1 » I/2 1 ...;

stage 2 , 1^ = 1/2 1^. These currents are added in the summing buses, the

object being, of course, ultimately to cause them to flow through a resistor,

so that the voltage developed across this will be proportional to the binary

number used as input to the generator.

However, it is desired to aiake the currents developed available at a

higcher voltage level (+1290v) . This cannot be done merely by connecting

resistors in series with the summing buses directly to the -i-1290v voltage as

this would cause the tubes whose plates aure connected to the buses to operate

with excessive plate voltage, so a rather simple scheme, consisting of four

triodes in series for each bus, was adopted. This is shown in DWG No. 128^.

Here we have two columns of 5687's, giving, therefore, four columns of tri-

odes; the cathodes of the tubes of the row at the bottom of the drawing are

connected to the four summing buses A, B, C, D of DWG No> 1284. The grid

voltages are held at +496v, +68l4.v, +872v, and +1060v by means of the voltage

divider, consisting of a hOSL, three 33K, two 27K, and a 33K resistor connected

between +1290v and ground. Condensers are placed in parallel with the re-

sistors so that when the hlg^ voltage is turned on the grids will instanta-

neously assume their correct potentials. The parallel BC circuits between

the points feeding the grids and the heaters, hold the heaters at the d.c
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level of the grids, so that the potential difference between each cathode and

its heater will be small. The condensers guarantee that the heaters assume

the desired potentials Instantaneously when the high voltage is turned on.

The top triode in each column is connected through a 3>£K resistor to

the -t-1290v bus. Each suoming bus current flows throu^ one of these, and

hence there is developed across it a voltage proportional to this current.

The voltages at the lower end of these resistors are the deflection voltages:

thus A and B drive the horizontal deflection plates of the CRT's, and C and D

the vertical plates. Each deflection voltage is applied to all forty CBT's

In parallel by means of a deflection bus. The two cathode followers in cas-

cade shown in the upper left-hand comer of DWG No. I285 provide the low im-

pedance source needed to drive the rather large capacity of this bus.

We observe that a in any digit position of the horizontal address

causes the drawing of current from the A bus, while a 1 causes it to be drawn

from the B bus. For the vertical deflection system, a corresponding remark

is true of C and D. Suppose the horizontal address is 00000. Then i(l + I/2

+ 1/1* + 1/8 + 1/16) * 13.52 ma is drawn from the A bus, and ma from the B

bus, and the deflection plate voltages are +1238- 6v and 1290v, resjwctively:

These cure, of course, reversed in the case of the address 11111; in both cases

the average valTie is +1261*.3v, or 25.7V below +I290. This condition holds for

all addresses, as the average of the two deflection voltages must always be

1/2 (1290 + 1290 - i(l + 1/2 + lA + 1/8 + 1/16) X 3-8), where 1 is in mil-

liamperes; the design criterion here was to hold the point half way between

the deflection plates constantly at the same potential as the second anode.

Clearly, it is necessary that we consider both the horizontal and the vertical

deflection plates: the potential of the point must be the seune when referred
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to either set of plates. The circuits shown in DWG No. 1284, labelled

"Average Deflection Plate Level Adjustment" permit these potentials to be

equalized. Moreover, these circuits guarantee that some current is flowing

in the buses A, B, C, D, at all times, so that the tubes in the vertical

chain axe never operated very close to cut-off, andhence always in the re-

gion where the characteristics eire linear.

WILLIAMS MBMDRY IDCAL CDHTHOL

A single chassis contains both the Pulse Routine Generator, which has

already been described, and the Williams Memory Local Control. It also in-

cludes circuits, shown in IJWG No. 1325 euad 1339* for generating -B, -TD, and

the Strobe (which is an inverted and magnified version of the Inspect pulse

(IJ. The Local Control schematic is given In DWQ No. 1339, to which refer-

ence is made. A block diagram is given In 7igure 26.

Generally speaking, the Local Control receives from the Main Control

signals which signify irtxether or not the Memory is to be consulted in the

next cycle, and whether information is to be inserted in or extracted from

It. It uses this infozToatlon to cause the routine genex^tora to emit the ap-

propriate pulse trains, and to route back to the Main Control properly timed

pulses, originating In the Pulaers, which the Main Control can use to clear

RIII, open gates into Bill, and to gate address information out of either part

of the order counter or from R^ to the Wllllamfl Tube deflection circuits as

may be desired. Local Control also returns to Main Control signals acknowl-

edging the request to use the Memory, and showing that the process ordered

has been completed. The Local Control serves to coordinate the generally

asynchronous operation of the rest of the computer with the carefully timed

operation of the Williams Memory.
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The inputs to the Local Control come from two Bourcee: the Main Control

and th« Pulsers. Main Control supplies the Tes/Ro and Bead^rlte signals,

both toggle outputs assuming levels of Ov and -30v- "Yes" signifies that the

Memory is to be consulted during the next cytjle, which is, therefore, called

an "action" cycle, while "No" signifies that the Memory will not be consulted

cmd that a regeneration cycle will, therefore, ensue. Ordinarily, action and

regeneration cycles follow each other in sequence, the one exception being in

the case of that type of action cycle which we shall call a "fetch" cycle,

vhioh occurs whenever the second order in the word standing in B. has been

executed and it becomes necessary to bring the next pair of orders from the

Memory to B . In this case it is permitted that a fetch cycle be followed by

a second action cycle. To assure that an action cycle is to follow a regen-

erate cycle the Tee signal must be received before the TD pulse of the regen-

arate cycle, while the Bead^rite information must be received before the

tine of the B pulse. We shall see that the Tes/^o toggle is always set to

Ho by the Acknowledge Yes pulse emitted by the Local Control at the time of

this same B pulse. If an action cycle is to follow a fetch, it is necesseu'y

that a Yes signal be received before the A pulse of the fetch cycle.

The remaining inputs to the Local Control ar9 received from the Pulsers,

or are built up locally from them: thtis TD , A, CI, Cl^ , axe used directly,
t Ti

while other circuits shown in EWQ No. 1339 invert B and TD to provide inputs

of -B «md -TD.

The outputs of the Local Control are: A , B^, ACl , BCl , Ap* B , ACl^,

BCl . "Tinlsh", "Acknowledge Yes", "CIRIII," "date into Bill" to the Main Con-
B

trol, and a "Write/Read" signal to the Pulse Boutins Generator (the first ei^t

of these are used to operate the Dispatch Counter in the Main Control)

.
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Clrcultvlse, the Local Control consists of three toggles and a rather

coBplicated system of gates. The operation of the circuit can beat be made

clear by reference to the logical block diagram given in Pig. 26. We use in

it the conventional representations of the toggle as a box and of the gate as

a circle with tvo eirrovhead inputs and one output. An Input to a gate from a

grid of a toggle signifies that the gate is enabled wten the grid Is high, but

disabled when the grid Is low. In the actual circuit the axraaigenent is

Bli^tly different, in order to take advantage of different gating arrangements

needed to give different voltage outputs, but once the logical structure is

vinderstood, the schematic (DWG No. 1339) will be found readily comprehensible.

Note that the Action euid Routine toggles differ slightly from those used

throughout the machine in that the crossover resistors are each replaced by

two resistors in series, the output being taken from the point between them.

This results in an output of +10v from the conducting half of the toggle tube,

and of -20v from the non-conducting hedf

.

Having disposed of these preliminary remarks, we now turn to an explana-

tion of the operation of the Local Control, basing our argument on Fig. 26.

Let ufl assume that the Synch, Action, and Routine toggles are all in

their states; i.e., the neon bulbs are not glowing.

Suppose that an action cycle is called for, signified by the Tes^o in-

put assuming its Yes level before the arrival of TD . Then the gate into the

Synch toggle is enabled, and TD causes this toggle to assume its "on" state

(neon bulb glowing). This in turn enables the gate into the Action toggle,

which is turned on by the A pulse. The grid of the right-hand section of the

Action toggle tube now Is hi^ (+10v) while that of the left-hand section is

low (-20v), and the gates connected to the ri^t-hand grid are enabled, while
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those connected to the left-hand grid are disabled. Thus the following

sequence of events ensues:

1) BCl is emitted, and the Synch toggle turned off;
A

2) B. and Acknowledge Yos are emitted, the latter retximlng the

Yes/No toggle in the Main Control to the No condition; furthermore, if Read-

ing is called for, B. is paiased on aa CURIII, and the Routine toggle left in

the Bead condition, while if Writing is called for, B flipe the Routine tog-

gle to the Write condition:

3) ACl is emitted in synchronism with Cl«, , at the beginning of the
A 1

next neniory cycle;

k) A. is emitted in Bynchroniem with TD of the next memory cycle;
A

if Reading Is called for, A. also causes "gate into RIII" to be emitted;

5) The Yes/No toggle having been set to No, the left gate into the

Action toggle is open, and the toggle is turned off by A, thus enabling the

whole set of gates in the left column;

6) The Finish signal is emitted;

7) BClg is emitted;

8) Bp ie emitted, and the Routine toggle set to the off (Read) condi-

tion if it is not already in that condition; thus the performance of an en-

suing Regenerate cycle la assured;

9) ACl- is emitted in synchronism with Cl_ ;

10) A is emitted in synchronism with TD.
B

Thus we see that ordinarily a Regenerate cycle follows an Action cycle;

however, in the case of a fetch, the Yes/No toggle is set t« Yes before A in

the fetch cycle, which prevents the turning off of the Action toggle, and thus

assures that the subsequent cycle will also be one of action. We note that in
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our sequeiice of events, after 8) all the toggloa have 'been set to their off

oondltlon and will remain so at Least imtil after 10) , aince if an Action

cycle Is to be called for^ the Synch toggle cannot be turned on until TD .

Complete diagrams are given in Figures 27 and 28 illustrating the

operations that have Just been described. Fig* 27 shova the time variation

of the voltage inputs and outputs for the folloving sequence of cycles:

Begenerate, Write, Begsnerate, Bead, Begenerate. Tig. 28 does the same for

the sequence: Begenerate, fetch. Write, Begenerate.

IV. THE MAIH COHTBOL

We have described the Williams Memory in some detail, and have shovn

hov the Local Control regulates its operation subject to information received

from the Main Control. This information must be of tvo kinds. First, it is

necessGUT- to specify whether an Action or a Begenerate cycle Is to be per-

formed, and whether information is to be inserted in or extracted from the

Memory. Second, it is necessary to supply to the deflection circuits the ad-

dress in the Memory of the bits of information vhich are to be written, read

or regenerated. The equipment needed to decode that part of each order which

specifies the Yes/^o and Bead^rite alternatives was not yet completed while

this report was being written. The Dispatch Counter, which supplies address

information to the deflection circuits, was con^leted and installed, and will

be described below.

Besides supplying orders and address information to the Memory Organ,

the Main Control also must regulate the actions of the Input-Output Organ

and of the Arithmetic Organ. Most of the equipment for the latter function

has been built and installed, and will be described under the headings "Qate-

CLear Sequencing Chain", "Shift Counter", and "Becognition Circuits". Obviously
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oxir account of these circuits will be rather fragmentary, and it will be

necessary to show in a later report, once the remaining portions of the

Control have been completed, how the separate peurts are connected Into an

Integrated unit.

THE SHIFT CXDUHTEB

Two types of counter are used In the present machine. These are

the familiar "scaling" type, of which the Shift Counter is an example, and

the "adder" type, which operates as an Adder to which one input is the last

count and the other is a 1 to the lowest order stage. The Scaling type of

counter has the adveintage that the more significant stages can be compara-

tively slow, and that all the carries resulting from one co\mt need not be

completed before the next count arrives at the input, whereas In the Adder

type, all carries resulting from one coxmt nust be completed before the

next count is added. On the other hand, the Adder type offers the advantage

of requiring fewer tubes. Hence, the character of the particular applica-

tion indicates the appropriate type of counter. In the Dispatch Counter the

complete new address muat be obtained before the counter is stepped again,

80 that the Adder type is obviously appropriate, while in the Shift Counter

this is not true, so that the Scaling type is ixsed.

The Shift Counter is p«urt of the equipment used to control the carry-

ing out of the arithmetical processes. Thus multiplication is performed by

successive additions auid shifts. Once the process is initiated, the Shift

Counter counts the successive shifts. The number of these which must be

performed is inserted in the Recognition circuit, where it is continuously

compared with the contents of the Shift Counter; when coincidence is indicated.
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a signal Is emitted which terminates the process. A similar situation oc-

curs in the ceuriying out of division.

Physically the Shift Counter consists of two rows of toggles with

gates permitting information to be transferred up and down vertically and

up diagonally. One row of toggles holds the actual count, the other does

not; these are referred to as the True and Falae rows, and the numbers they

hold as the True and False covmts, respectively. It will appear that the

7alse count does not proceed monotonlcally. There are six stages in the

counter, those for 2*^, 2 , ..., 2^. Since the counter must only count to

forty (the number of eiddltions inUie multiplication process) the 2^ stage

can be rather sinQ)ler In structxire than the lower order stages; it is feas-

ible to have but a single toggle in this sixth stage.

Before examining the schematic of the counter, let vis consider the

block diagram of a single stage, given in Fig. 29(a). This represents any

of the stages 2^ to 2 It has already been remarked that the sixth (2^)

stage Is of simpler structure; it will be considered later. Here Input E •

enables gates from the True to the False toggle, which are so ea>ranged that

the enabling of the gates causes F to assvuae the saine condition as T. On

the other hand, input S " enables gates leading from F to T in such a way

that the enabling of the gates causes T to assvme the condition opposite to

that of F. At the input to the 2^ stage, the levels for S ' are Ov to dis-

able, -20v to enable, while those for B " are 460v to disable, +110v to en-

able; in the following stages the levels of 1 ' become Ov and -35v^ bldA those

ot Jt " remain substantially unchanged. We will have more to say on this sub-
n

Ject when we discuss the circuitry.

The input to the lowest order (2®) stage of the counter consists of
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the pair of pulses shovn In 71g. 29(b) for each Item to be counted. The

nuoiber held by the counter Is presented to the recognition circuit, vhlch

Is physically located on the same chassis, as a set of six voltages, one

for each stage of the counter, the presence of a being signified by Ov,

that of a one by -kOv.

lach stage of the counter, therefore, has two inputs and three out-

puts; on Fig. 29(a) the Inputs are designated S ' and S ", the outputs E ,
n n 1

£' , t S" .. Of these E signifies to the recognition circuit the contents
n-fl n-fl n

of the stage, vhlle E' , « E" . are Inputs to the next stage. In the ac-
n+i n+i.

tual circuit, IMG No. 1289, let us laltiik the tubes TIJ, vhere 1 signifies

the row and J the column in the array. The first five columns and the -

lover three tubes of the sixth form the actual coxmter. The ui^per four

tubes in the sixth coliuon are clear drivers used to clear the two rows of

toggles. Consider the first column. T is the F toggle of the block dia-

gram, T Is the up gate, T the dovn gate, T the gate driver, vhlle the

lover three tubes, T ,, T^. , T are the T toggle, which is actually what
51 61 71

oo—,

we have before termed a Supertoggle. It is used in this Instemce because

of the speed with which it can be caused to svitch from one state to the

other

.

The counter is prepared for operation by cleaa-lng all the T toggles

to and the F toggles to 01111 (2 holding a 0, the others I's). Consider

the first column. The first pulse of the input pair clearly does nothing,

for in this case both T and F alreewiy hold O's. On the other hand, the

dovn gates transmit a 1 to T if F holds a 0. Hence after the reception of

the pair of pulses T holds a 1.

Nov let us consider the influence of the n-th column of the counter
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ui>on the (n+l)-th. According to the block diagram of one stage, the gating

voltagea (1) and (2) to the next stage are the left grid an4 right plate

voltages of the T^ toggle tube. Hence while this toggle holds a 0, (1) and

(2) are both at their high level vith the result that in the next colvom

the up gates are disabled and the down gates enabled. On the other hand,

vhen T holds a 1, the gating voltages are both held at their lover values,

vith the result that the up and dovn gates of the next staige eure, respectively,

enabled and disabled.

Thus if T holds a 0, T , must hold aloraOffT , holds a or a 1,

vhile if Tjj holds a 1, the contents of Fj^^^ must coincide vith that of T ,

.

These facts mean that whenever T holds a its next change of condition to 1

cannot change T . , but does ca\ise F , to agree with T , while whenever
n+1' n+1 ^^

n+1

T holds a 1, its next change' df condition to cannot affect F-.t > but must

cause a change of condition in T . Thus two successive changes of condition
n+1

in T- cause a single change of condition in T , so that the performance of
n+1

the circuit as a binary counter of the scaling type is guaranteed.

We will now consider the actual circuits involved, and in particular

vill shov hov the simplified sixth stage of the counter vorla, and hov its

simplified form restricts the number of items that can be counted without

impairing the usefulness of the counter in its particular application.

The toggles of the False rank and that in the sixth stage of the True

rcmk are of the type encountered throu^out the con^uter, while the first

five toggles of the true rank are the so-called Supertoggles . The gating

arrangement from T to T is quite straightforweo-d; we describe it for the

first column, the remarks obviously also applying to all others but the sixth.

Each gate consists of one section of T . and the left section of T . From
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the way In which the grids of the toggle tube T^ are returned to -300v, it

is readily seen that when the voltage of a grid of the toggle tube le Ov,

that of the corresponding grid of the gate tube T is approximately -lOv,

while when the toggle grid voltage is -kOv, that of the ^tc grid is approxi-

mately 'k&v. Hence, if the grid of the left section of T is held at Ov, It
31

is clear that the cathode of T is held so far above that of either grid
21

that conduction is impossible, while if the grid voltage of the left section

of T is dropped to either -20v or -HOv, that section of T . will conduct,

the grid voltage of which is Ov, while the other section will remain cut off.

Now consider the "down* gates, each composed of the right section of

T^, and one section of T. . The grid voltages of T,., are either Ov or -kOv,
31 A'l ''•*

while its cathode is returned to ground, and both plates are connected to the

right cathode of T through 5.6K resistors. While the voltage of the right

grid of T_^ is held at 60v, that of the plate of the conducting half of T,

is substantially below 60v (apart from cathode rise In T^.) . The plates of

T are connected to the left grid of T^, and the ri^t grid of T_, , the
kl 51 71

other grids of these tubes being connected to the plates of the Supertoggle

tube, T^, . Hence, while the gating voltage E " is held at 60v, neither plate

of T. . is effective in determining the cathode voltage of T . or T„. , and

the Supertoggle cein remain in either condition.

How suppose the voltage (2) to be raised to +110v, bringing with it

the voltage of the plate of the cut-off section of T. . . Let us assume that

F holds a 0, so that this is the rig^t section of T. : the plate voltage

of the left section also rises to about 60v. Suppose now that T holds a 1,

so that the grid voltage of the rl^t section of T_- is about +60v, and that

of the left section of T is +110v. The grid voltages of the left section
71
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of T^, is about +60v, and that of the left eection of T^, is +110v. The grid

voltages of the left section of T_- and the right section of T_^ are also +60v

amd +110V, respectively^ so clearly nothing happens. On the other hand, if T

holds a 0, the grid voltages of the rlgfht section of T_, and the left section

of T^, are +110v and +60v, respectively, and, therefore, the cathode voltage of

T,,, is raised to +110v, the voltage of the right grid. Clearly this flips the

supertoggle to the 1 position. Simlleurly, if F holds 1 and T 0, the raising of

the gating voltage B" from +60v to +110v does not affect T., but if T holds 1,

It causes it to flip to 0.

The discussion Just given applies to the columns 2^, ••., 2r. The 2' col-

unn is simpler in structure, consisting of three 2C51 tubes: T^, T^, T^^, of

which Tg^ is the toggle tube, the other two performing gating functions. Inputs

are: from the left grid of T^- to the left grid of T^, and from the rig^t grid

of Tg- to the left grid of T^g*

Suppose O's exist in the 2 and 2^ stages. Then the left section of T^

Is cut off, and the ri^t conducting, the cathode voltage being -UOv. The left

section of T„g Is conducting, the cathode being Ov. Now consider the rlj^t sec-

tion of T^g, which is connected as a diode. The plate is connected throu^ a

U.7K resistor to the cathode of the left section, and the cathode is connected

directly to the cathode of the rl^t section of T^. Hence, the rl^t section

of T„f: conducts, and its plate voltage, which is the output from this stage to

the recognition circuit, is not much above -kov.

k
How let the 2 stage toggle flip to 1- The cathode of the left section

of T„f- now falls to -UOv, and as the cathode of the rig^t section cannot fall

below this voltage, the output remains at -Uov. The left section of T=g conducts,

and the usual gating action takes place, the toggle being flipped to the 1
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condition. Thus flipping the toggle In the 2 atage to 1 autonatlcally flips

the toggle In the 2^ stage, but does not effect the output voltage, ^Ich re-

mains -kOv, signifying a 1.

This condition persists as long as the 2^ stage holds a 1, hence, up to

k
and Including the count of 31* On the count of 32, stages 2 , ..., 2 must all

return to 0. The left section of T /^ Is now cut off leaving the toggle in the

1 condition, and the cathode of the rig^t section, and hence the cathode of the

right section of T„g, rises to Ov. At the same time the cathode of the left

section of T^g rises to Ov, and ve are assured that the rl^t section of T,^

vlll not conduct, and its plate voltage, therefore, becomes Ov, signifying a

1 to the recognition circuit.

The lover order stages now proceed vith the count, the 2^ stage remain-

ing in the condition until the count of k6, vhen it flips to 1. We have

already seen, hovever, that if both the 2^ and 2^ stage toggles are in the 1

condition, the 2^ stage output voltage drops to -UOv, signifying a to the

recognition circuit. The shift counter can only count to kj, returning to 32

on the count of kS. Hovever, since the Shift Counter is only requiz*ed to count

to 'U), this is no limitation on its usefulness. The recognition of this fact

permits the simplification of the 2p column, vith attendant saving in tubes.

The space thus saved is occupied by the tvo cleair drivers T.^, T^g, and the

cathode follovers Tp^, Tj^: Tg^ permits all the plate c\irrent for the ? tog-

gles to be dravn from the f240v bus, thxis holding this current constant and

preventing any fluctuation of plate voltage due to current fluctuation in the

pover supply and bus impedance, while T]^ accomplishes the same for the T tog-

gles and the -»-220v bus.

7ig. 30 shovs the contents of the F and T toggles as the oonater pro-

ceeds from its eulescent condition to the count of forty. In the T- coluan
5
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the symbol [ij la iised to Indicate that, though the toggle is in the 1 condi-

tion, the output is 80 arranged as to present a to the recognition circuit.

RBCCQWITION CIRCniT

The function of the Recognition Circuit is to compare the nunber in

the True rank of toggles in the Shift Counter with some predetermined number,

to determine when the two coincide, and at that instant to emit a signal which

can be used to terminate the process the number of steps in which is being

counted.

Since the "number to be recognizecTand the number in the counter are

both six place binary numbers, there are twelve inputs to the Becognltlon

Circuit. Six of these are the output leads from the True rank of Counter

toggles, and six come ultimately from the read-out gates of E . There is a
3

single output, the signal emitted when the number in the counter has Increased

until it coincides with the "number to be recognized."

The Shift Counter chassis contains the Recognition Circuit, and also

the Address Dispatch Oates, which will be described later on. We refer to

DWG No. 1289 for the schematic.

The Recognition Circuit itself consists of the the last six tubes in

each of the two lowest rows in the drawing: T^ , . .
. , T- , and T

67' 6,12 77

T . The inputs labelled (A) are clearly from the Shift Counter, while
7>12

the voltages representing the "ttumber to be recognized" are brought down on

the leads labelled (B) , these voltages being developed in the cathode cir-

cuits of the input cathode followers T^ o, . .
• , T

2,8^ 2,12

Each of the tubes T „,•••,! is a 2C51.
2,8' 2,12

tioning independently as cathode followers. We observe that each grid is

Each of the tubes T „,•••,! is a 2C51. the two sections func-
2,8 2,12
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connected to the +110v bu3 through a T-5K reelstor and to the input lead from

B . The llOv bus is the plate supply of the BUI Green gates. Since all ten

cathode follower circuits are identical, let us consider one in detail.

Suppose, for example, that the 2 toggle in B contains a 0. Then

the opening of the BUI read out (Green) gate has no effect on T ., since
2,

a

no current is drawn from the +110v bus. The voltage of the left cathode is

+110V, and, if the grid of the left section of T were not connected to the
3,8

point between the I5K and the two 22K resistors in the cathode circuit, the

voltage of this point would be approximately +6v. With the grid connected

as shown, a alight grid current is drawn, and the voltage of the point ie

reduced nearly to Ov; we consider it to be Ov as this is sufficiently ac-

curate for our purpose.

If we consider the effect of a 556 tolerance in the values of the I5K

and the two 22K resistors, it turns out that without the grid connected, the

voltage at this point, aflsumlng that the cathode cJf T o is +110v, can be as
2,0

low as -2v and as high as +13v. Hence with the grid connected, no grid cur-

rent is drawn in the first extreme case, while in the second, about twice

the nominal value is drawn. Thus one would expect considerable variation

in plate voltage from tube to tube for a input: measured values run from

9v up to Ikv with the average of 12. 8v. This variability, however, is of

no consequence: we will see in our discussion of the Address Dispatch Gates

that the plate voltage under discussion must only fall below about 20v for

satisfactory oi)eratlon.

On the other hand, if the 2 stage of B contains a 1, the opening of

the BUI read out (Green) gate causes a current of 5 raa- 'to be drawn from the

+110V bus, which reduces the voltage of the left grid of T „ to +72. 5v. The
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voltage of the left grid of T^ q accordingly falls to a nominal value of -22v,

cutting off the left section of the tube. The actual value is, of course, dif-

ferent from the nominal one for two reasons: cathode rise in T and permitted
2,8

tolerances in the l^K emd the tvo 22K resistors. Measured values range from

-17. 5v to -20.3V at the ten grids of T „,...,? . Actually even -11. ^v
3,0 3,12

is about twice the value needed, as ve shall see.

We have seen, therefore, that if a is held in the 2 position of R^,

the nominal voltage on the corresponding lead (B) is Ov, vhlle if a 1 is held

there, the nominal voltage becomes -22v.

Let ua now turn our attention to the Recognition Circuit proper. We

suppose some "number to be recognized" has been chosen, the voltages represent-

ing its digits (Ov for 0, -22v for 1) being applied as Inputs to the grids of

the rlg^t-hand sectionB of T^ ^, . .
. , T . These inputs are established

with the counter in the q.\xle8cent state, all outputs (A) representing O's.

We assume that the "number to be recognized" is not 0. Therefore, at least

one Input (B) is -22v, and this voltage is assumsd by at least one of the

cathodes of t\xbes T- _>•••> T ; hence, at least one section of the 6AL5's
Iff 7,12

T , T , T^ is in a conducting state, with plate voltage slightly above
6,8 6,10 6,12

-22v, and either the right section of the 20^1, T^ , or one section of the
0,7

6j6, T, ,,, is cut off, with plate voltage, therefore, at +110v. From the
0,11

tube characteristics it can be seen that for both types used here, with

grounded cathodes, lOK plate load resistors, emd +110v plate supply voltages,

cut off occurs when the grid is dropped slightly below -ky. Thus the -22v

available is more than ample, and even -lOv would provide an adequate margin

of safety. Therefore, either the left section of T, is conducting with

cathode voltage at +110v or one section of T^ is conducting with cathode
0,9
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voltage at +110v; in either case the voltage of the point labelled "Out" in

the drawing must be +10v.

Let the counting procese now begin. At the count of 1 the cathode of

T must follow the left grid to Ov. If the "number to be recognized" is

10000, then all the remaining cathode voltages are already Ov, and with the

cathode of T also assuming this value, none of the diodes conduct,, all

their plate voltages assuming tlie value Ov. Then the right half of T, and

both sections of T/- .^ conduct, their plate voltages falling to about +60v

in all cases, which causes the voltage "out" to fall to -27v.

Now consider an arbitrary "number to be recognized". From the previ-

ous paragraph it is clear that when the number in the counter reaches a£p:ee-

ment with it, the voltage "out" assumes the value -27v. We must still show

that the "out" voltage cajinot drop to -27v until agreement is reached.

Consider two binary numbers n > m; if they are not of the same niimber

of digits, we fill in the missing higher order columns of m with O's -- this

is exactly what occurs in the case under discussion. First we compare the

highest order column: n certainly contains a 1 while m may contain a 1 or

a 0. If m contains a 1 there, we examine the column of next lower order.

Here either both numbers have a 1 or both have a 0, or if there is disagree-

ment, n must have a 1 and ra a -- the contrary case is impossible, for then

we have m > n. Hence, as we move from the highest order columns on down, the

first disagreement we meet must always be between a 1 in the larger number

and a in the smaller. In columns of lower order than that in which the

first disagreement is found, obviously anything can happen.

Physically the last paragraph means that as long as the "number to be

recognized" exceeds the number in the True rank of the counter, at least one
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of the tubes T-r ^, ••., T_ ,^ will have its left grid held at -kcm and its

rig^t grid at -22v, thua aasuring a voltage of +10v at "out".

If the counter were permitted to count beyond the "number to be rec-

ognized" the voltage "out" could assvune either the -27v or the +10v level in

different cases, resulting in complete ambiguity. However, there is obvi-

ously no trouble here, as there is no point in continuing the count beyond

the number to be recognized which will not exceed forty, and the "out" volt-

age is available to terminate the process, the number of steps in which is

being counted, as soon as agreement is reached.

THE ADIEESS DISPATCH GATES

These are the tubes T,, n, ..., T, and T^ q, . . . , T^ , ,, in EWG No.
^>o U,12 5,8' 5,12

1289. It has been shown in the discussion of the Eecognition Circuit that,

for example, of 2 in R is 0, the left grid of T q assumes a value between
3 5>o

+9v and +lUv, while if 2 in R is 1, this must become +110v. The ri^t-hand

grid of Tc Q is driven by the left cathode of the 2C51 cathode follower T. ,

to the grids of which is applied a voltage of +110v, which is caused to drop

to +I5V when it is desired to enable the gates. Thus a is signified to the

Dispatch Counter by +15v, and a 1 by +110v. The circuit providing the gate

command pulse to T had not yet been installed at the time of writing.

THE GATE-CLEAR SEQUENCING CHAIN

We hfive seen that the Adder and Diptt Resolver form the 8\un of the

contents of R (cr the complement of this number) and R and transmit this

sum by vey of a set of gates (the Green gates of RI) to R . As the Green

gates transmit O'e, it is necessary first to clear R to I's before opening

the gates, so that it is essential that these clear and gate operations should
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proceed in the proper time sequence.

The contents of R can now be transferred to R. . We recall that the

"shift dovn" operations shift the contents of R either one plnce to the

left or one to the right. In each case E. must be prepared to receive the

infornation transmitted by R^ by the appropriate clearing operation. Thus,

for the left shift we clear R to I's and "shift down left" O's (Green clear

and Red gate), while for the rii^t shift we clear R to O's and "shift dovn

right" I'd.

The perfornance of multiplication and division are facilitated by the

structure of the registers. In multiplication the multiplicand is placed in

R-^ and the multiplier in R , R being cleared to 0. Then if the lowest order
2 1

digit in E (i.e., the contents of 2"39r ) is 1^ we add the multiplicand to
2 '^

the contents of R , shift this suit: one place to the right, and put it back

into R . Me then shift the multiplier one place to the right and repeat the

process if the new lowest order digit is a 1, while if it is 0, we merely

shift the contents of R, one place to the right and do the same with that of

R : we are then ready for another stet).
2

Similarly division is performed by a sequence of subtractions and

shifts.

Each of these recordinr, and shifting operations requires the following

sequence: clear, gate, clear, gate: we refer to such a sequence as a "cycle"

cf the arithmetic unit, and to a single sequence of clear and gate as a half

cycle. For convenience we record the possible operations:

Record: Read Clear, Green Gate

Shift up: Black Clear, Yellow Gate

Shift dovn left: Green Clear, Red Gate





Shift down right: Yellow Clear, Black Gate

Obviously the first half cycle is either a "Record" or a "Shift Up", while

the second is either "Shift Down Left" or "Shift Down Ei^t".

The proper sequencing of these clearing and gating operations is the

function of the "Gate-Clear Sequencing Control", of which a schematic appears

in DWG No. I287. We note that it consists of five main chassis, labelled

"CT Bot.", "CG Bot.", etc. For simplicity we number these 1 to 5. Any tube

will be referred to as T. . where i signifies the number of the chassis, and

J the number attached to that tube in the schematic. There is also a small

chassis "CX" containing two dual triodes and a dual diode. Normally the

switch in the lead to cathode (1) of T is set in the position which con-
21

nects this cathode to cathode (7) of !„=. The single pole single throw

switches in the leads to cathode (7) of Tr, and to cathode (5) of the diode

on chassis "CX" are normally closed.

Inputs to the Sequencing Control are the gate and clear voltages from

BI emd the Counter Stop voltage, which is that labelled "Out" on the schematic

(DWG No. 1289) of the Shift Counter and Eecognition Circuit. This voltage has

two levels: it remains at +10v until the counter contents agree with the

"number to be recognized", at which time it falls to -27v. Outputs are the

four voltages shown to the cathodes of the clear selector tubes and the four

voltages to the gate driver-drivers in EI and RII.

Thus, it appears that the circuit generates signals which initiate gat-

ing and clearing operations, the results of which are fed back to it. One

will expect, therefore, that an action once initiated will be self-perpetu-

ating, and this is indeed the case. The Counter Stop signal serves to initi-

ate and to tenninate the process, as will be shown.





We first deacribe in detail the quiescent state of the circuit.

Suppose that the g'^'te and clear inputo are all at their upper levels, that

the toggles in chassis 1 and 5 have been set in the 1 pooiticn (neon lamp

glowing) , and that the Counter Stop voltage is at its lower level of aboat

-k'fv; which guarantees that grid (6) of T. is held far below cut -off and

consequently that the voltage of plate (1) is high (+110v).

Since the toggle in chassis 1 is in it3 1 condition, the voltage of

grid (5) of T,j^ is approximately Ov, so that the voltage of plate (2) is

slightly less than ^Ov , while grid (6) is far below cut-off, and hence the

voltage of plate (1) is +110v. The plates of T , are connected to the grids

of T.,, both sections of which are connected as cathode followers. From the

cathode circuit of the left section, outputs are taken to the grid of the

left section of T,i-, and to the grid of the left section of Tp^j similar

connections are made from the cathode circuit of the right section to the

grid of the right section of T,_ and that of the left section of T, ^. The
15 ^o

voltage divider network from which these outputs are taken are so designed

that when the cathode voltage assumes its high value (approximately +110v)

,

a slight grid current is drawn by T and the grid is held approximately
15

at Ov, and consequently the voltage at the other end of the IK resistor

becomes approximately 7v. On the other hand, when the cathode assumes its

low level of voltage, the corresponding section of the T,g is cut off, the

grid voltage becoming approximately -35v. while that at the other end of the

IX resistor becomes -29v. Now consider the effect on T-^. Its grid volt-
15

"^

ages are either -35v or Ov; hence, with a ^).6K plate resistor, the plate

voltages are either +110v or approximately +6jv. The circuit in chassis 5

is exactly the same and so needs no fui'taer discussion-
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^26

c

33

^35

^36

The outputs of the supertoggle consisting of T. ^
and the tube mounted

in the chassis "CX" are very simple: from the cathode (2) of the left sec-

tion of the latter to the grid (6) of T,l and grid (5) of T , and from the

cathode (8) of the right section to grid (6) of T ^ and grid (5) of T .

35 35

These cathodes can assume two levels: when the toggle holds a 1 the voltage

of cathode (2) is approximately +60v and that of cathode (8) is +110v. We

assume that the Counter Stop voltage is at its lower level of about -27v,

which guarantees that the left half of the Supertoggle tube T. ^ is cut off.

We shall see presently that the other section is also held off under these

circumstances

.

We can now summarize the approximate voltages presented to the re-

mainder of the circuit by the tubes in chassis 1 and 5 and the supertoggle:

grid (3):-29v

grid (3):+7v

grid (5):+110v

grid (5):-t^0v

grid (7):-29v

grid (7):+7v

grid (6):+60v

grid (6):+110v

grid (5): (see below) grid (6):+110v

cathode (2) :-29v

cathode (2):+7v

cathode ( 7) : +110v

cathode (7):+110v

cathode (7):+110v

cathode (8):-29v

cathode (8) :+7v

grid (5):+110v grid (6): (see below) cathode (7):+110v

These tubes are all cathode followers; in T_^ aM Ti^ the sections

are Independent, but in each of the rest the cathode is common to both sections,

so that the cathode voltage is in each case equal to that of the higher grid.

The voltage dividers in the cathode circuits of T
33'

, T are so designed
36

^
that the output is +8v when one of the grids is high (+110v) and -l8v when

both grids are low (60v)

.

We now list the grid voltages of the tubes driven by the cathode fol-

lowers listed above:
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II

grid (5)
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either Ov or -^i-Ov, while the cathode of the tube is directly connected to

the Clear Selector output of the Sequencing Chain. With this cathode held

at +8v, obviously both sections of the Clear Selector tube are cut off, and

the clear bus voltage is held at +I5OV, while when the cathode is dropped

midway between Ov and -kov, the section whose grid is at Ov conducts, while

the other remains cut off.

Hence, the condition of the Seqiuencing Chain described above is a stable

one: no clears or gates are generated and hence none are fed back to change

the condition of the Sequencing Chain circuitry.

Now let the Counter Stop voltage be raised from -27v to +10v. This

permit* grid (6) of T. to rise in voltage to Ov, beyond which it cannot go

(more than a few tenths of a volt) because of the grid current that starts

to flow. Thus, the supertoggle is put in the 1 condition emd the voltage

of cathode (2) of the supertoggle cathode follower falls to +60v, which

brings the voltages of grid (6) of T . and grid (5) of T both down to +60v.
3^ 33

Beferring to table I it is clear that this action causes the cathode voltages of

these two tubes also to fall to +60v, and hence grids (5) of T|^p and Tjj,, grid

(6) of T , and grid (5) of T all fall from +8v to -l8v. Reference to table

II now shows that the cathode voltage of T falls to -l8v, but those of Tu^

and Ty^ are both cau^t at +7v by the other grids of those tubes. Thus the

net effect so far of the rise in the Counter Stop voltage is to cause the R

^nd B^ Cleeu" Selector voltages to fall to -l8v: we need only concern our-

selves with the clearing of R^, as it is this voltage which is fed back to

the Sequencing Control.

Thus we have:





'26

'k6

33

^35

^36

grid (3):-29v

grid (3):+7v

grid (5):4^0v

grid (5) :-f60v

grid (5) :+110v

grid (5):+110v

grid (7):-29v

grid (7):+7v

grid (6) :+60v

grid (6) :+€0v

grid (6):+110v

grid (6):+110v

cathode (2) :-29v

cathode (2):+7v

cathode (7) :+60v

cathode (7) :+60v

cathode (7) :+110v

cathode ( 7) : +110v

9j.

cathode (6):-29v

cathode ( 8) : +7v

tl'

whence

22
grid (5):
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also clears the toggle in Chassis 1 to 0, and we must trace the consequences

of this event. It is easiest to shov these by another series of tables:

26

^35

^36

grid (3):+7v

grid (3):+7v

grid (5):+60v

grid (5):+110v

grid (5):+110v

grid (5) :-f60v

grid (7):-29v

grid (7):-29v

grid (6) :460v

grid (6):+110v

grid (6):+110v

grid (6):+110v

cathode (2):+7v

cathode (2) :+7v

cathode (7):+60v

cathode (7) :+110v

cathode (7):+110v

cathode (7)t+110v

cathode (8) :-29v

cathode (8):-29v

These changes in turn influence the tubes in chassis 2 and h as follovs:

II"

T
22
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The Tellov Qate vhlch is aov enabled Is fed back to the Sequence

Control: the voltage of grid (6) of T drops to about -20v and enables
51

the other section to draw plate current: this is, of course, the standard

gating procedure for reading Into a toggle, and the toggle in chassis (5)

is caused to flip to its state. It is now necessary to trace the conse-

quences of this, vhlch ve do again by listing the voltages throughout the

circuit.

26

33

hk

^35

^36

grid (3):+7v

grid (3):-29v

grid (5):+60v

grid (5);+110v

grid (5):+110v

grid (5):-t^0v

grid (7):+7v

grid (7):-29v

grid (6):+110v

grid (6):+60v

grid (6):460v

grid (6):+110v

cathode (2) :+7v

cathode (2):-29v

cathode (7):+110v

cathode (7) :+110v

cathode (7):+110v

cathode (7):+110v

cathode (8):+7v

cathode (8):-29v

Thus the voltages in chassis 2 end h are

22

23

^2k

^25

1+2

r

c

kk

And so ve have

grid (5)

grid (5)

grid (5)

grid (5)

grid (5)

grid (5)

grid (5):+8v

grid (5):-29v

+8v

+7v

+7v

+7v

+8v

+8v

III"

To B Clear Selector:

Tc B Clear Selector:

grid (6

grid (6

grid (6

grid (6

grid (6

grid (6

grid (6

grid (6

+6v

+8v

:+8v

:+8v

:+8v

:+7v

:+8v

:-29v

:-29v

:-29v

Bed Gate:

Black Gate:

cathode

cathode

cathode

cathode

cathode

cathode

cathode

cathode

(7):+8v

(7):+ev

(7):+a^r

(7):+7v

(7):+fiv

(7):-fav

(7):+ev

(7):-29v

+8v

+6v
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Ill'

To B Clear Selector:
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^1^

45

grid (5):+8v

grid (5):-29v

grid (6):-29v

grid (6):-29v

iir

the output voltages becoming:

To B Clear Selector:

To Bj^ Clear Selector:

2
To B Clear Selector;

To E Clear Selector:

+8v

-iSv

-18t

Bed Gate:

Black Gate:

Green Gate:

Tellov Gate:

cathode (7):+8v

cathode (7) :-29v

+7V

+7v

+87

+8v

Hence, a Tellow or Green Clear is made possible: which is to be performed

l8 determined by the B^ Clear Selector, which is controlled by the "multiply/

divide" toggle. We also observe that the state of the supertoggle remains

unchanged, since the cathode voltages of T and T do not chanae.
25 45

^
We have traced In detail one half cycle of operation of the sequenc-

ing chain. We begwi with the toggles in chassis 1 and 5 cleared to 1, the

Counter Stop voltage low, and consequently both sections of the supertoggle

tube cut off. This was a stable state of the circuit, which in this condi-

tion permitted no gating or clearing operations to be performed. When the

Counter Stop voltage was raised to its higher value, the supertoggle assumed

its 1 condition. This dropped the voltage output to the R''" and E^ Clear

Selector, which decided, on the basis of the contents of 2'39r ^ whether to

perform a Black or Bed Clear. We assumed that the Black Clear was called for.

The Black Clear being fed back to the Sequencing Chain flipped the toggle In

chassis (1) to which had two consequences: 1) the Black Clear was termin-

ated, and 2) a Yellow Gate was enabled. Again the feeding back of the Yellow

Gate signal flipped the toggle in chassis (5) to 0. This action had again two

consequences: 1) the Yellow Gate was terminated, and 2) the supertoggle was
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flipped to 0. This in turn permitted the performance of a Tellow or Green

Clear, depending upon the state of the Multiply/Divide toggle.

If the Bed Clear had been called for, the sequence would have been:

flip the toggle in chassis (5) to 0, terminate the Clear, enable the Green

Gate, flip the toggle in chassis (1) to 0, disable the Green Gate, flip the

Bupertoggle to 0.

By continuing the process, we find that, providing the Yellow Clear

was called for, the signal fed back to the Sequencing Chain flips the tog-

gle in chassis (1) to 1 which terminates the Clear and enables the Black

Gate. This in turn being fed back flips the toggle in chassis (5) to 1

disables the Black Gate, and flips the supertoggle again to 1. If the

Green Clear is called for, the toggle in chassis (5) is first flipped to 1,

the cleeu: terminated and the Red Gate enabled. This in turn is fed back to

flip the toggle In chassis (1) to 1, disable the gate, and finally to flip

the supertoggle back to 1.

ThuB beginning with all three toggles in the 1 condition, first a

Red or Black Clear is performed followed by a Green or a Tellow Gate, resjwc-

tively, at the end of which all the toggles are in the condition: this is

one half cycle. The second half cycle begins with a Yellow or Green Clear,

depending upon the arithmetical process to be performed. These are respec-

tively followed by Black or Red Gates, at the termination of which all the

toggles are again in the 1 condition, and the circuit is ready for another

cycle of operation.

THE DISPATCH COUNTER

The operation of the Williams Memory requires the periodic regeneration

of the information stored therein. The practical upper bound on the tima
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between regenerations is about one-tenth of a second; actually it is desir-

able to make this interval shorter, one-thirtieth of a second being satisfac-

tory. The GET beams must, therefore, be directed in this interval to each

of the memory locations. This requires that in the interval all possible

neaory addresses must be generated and presented to the deflection circuits.

Each memory address is specified by a ten binary digit number, one group of

five digits specifying the horizontal coordinate; the remaining five the ver-

tical coordinate. Hence, a ten stage binary counter which starts at and

counts until all the stages hold I's will generate in the process all memory

locations Just once.

Furthermore, using as we do a one-address code, we store orders in

successive locations in the memory and use them in the order in which they

are stored. There is, however, an exception to this in the case where it

becomes necessary to shift control, as for example, when it is desired to

repeat a sequence of instructions using new values of the numerical quainti-

ties.

It appears at first glance that the requirements of the Williams

Memory which have been stated above require two counters . However , these

can be combined into a single device which we call the Dispatch Counter.

This is a double counter of the Adder tjrpe, consisting physically of three

ranks of ten toggles each and the necessary gate;, clear, and carry circuits.

Each count which arrives at the input causes unity to be added to the lowest

order (i ) stage and carries to be propagated as appropriate to the higher

order stages.

The three ranks of toggles are referred to as the "restore", "dispatch",

and "order" toggles (Tp, T.^, T ): the T and T toggles form the counter
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vhlch generates the memory addresses for the regeneration process, while the

T and T toggles form the order counter. Leads directly out of the stages

of T_ are taken to the Williams Memory Deflection Generator, while leads into

T make it possible, when it is desired to "shift control", to replace the

contents of T by an arbitreiry nvimber. Inputs are pulses generated in the

Williams Memory Local Control: according as a Regenerate or an Action cycle

is to take place, these are caused to increase the number in T or T by

unity.

The schematic of the Dispatch Counter is shown in DWG No. 1336: two

typical stages are drawn at the left, while the tubes at the right and in

the upper left corner are gate drivers.

Consider a typical stage of the Counter. The convention here is that

a toggle holds 1 when the left section conducts, as can be seen by the ar-

rangement of the neon lamps. The tube (2C51) directly above T provides the

gates between T and T , the left section being the B or "down" gate and
D R E

the right section the A or "up" gate; the 2C51 directly below Tj. provides

the gates between T_ and T , the left section being the A or "down" gateDO
and the right the B or "up" gate. Observe that the B gate guarantees that

Ty. will hold the same bit as T , while clearing T to I's followed by enabl-^ B D

ing the B_^ gate guarantees that T will hold the same bit as T . The opera-

tion of the A gates will be explained later. The grid voltages of T drive

cathode followers; these are both sections of a 2C51. From the cathode of

the left hand section an output is taken to the deflection gates in the

Williams Memory; from each section an output is tapped down slightly below

the cathode. We may assume that the values of these voltages are Ov and

-UOv for the two states of T . The 6j6 directly above T. will be referred
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to as the caury gate, while the function of the double diode will be ex-

plained below.

The "dispatch" rank of toggles operates together with either the

"restore" or the "order" rank as a true adder. Suppose the number held in

the "restore" rank is to be increased by unity. The first step is to clear

the "dispatch" rank to 0, then to open the EL gates. This puts into Tj^ the

number held in T . To this number 1 is added automatically by introducing
B

a permanently wired in carry to the lowest order stage. This does not change

the state of the T toggles, but sets up the voltages on the grids of the A

gates in such a way that when subsequently T is cleared to I's and the A

gates opened, T receives a number greater by unity than the one previously
B

held.

As we saw in studying the Williams Memory local control, the decision

as to whether the next memory cycle is to be one of action or regeneration is

made during the X pulse. This decision determines whether unity is to be

added to the contents of T or T . The next pulse, "CI", then performs the
B

proper clearing operation in T (the "B clear"), then B is used to open the

B gates. At the beginning of the next cycle, "CI T " clears T^ (or T^ as the

case may be) while a pulse coinciding in time with T opens the A gates.

Suppose that unity is to be added to the contents of T : fhen this
B

number is read Into T by the B gates , and we wish to see how the addition
D B

of unity is effected.

In each stage of T we can have either a 1 or a held in the toggle
D

(the Besident Digit), and either a 1 or a as the carry out. This gives us

four cases as shown in the table. In each case we also show the carry from

the proceeding stage, the carry which must be passed on to the next stage,
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the Resident Digit (D ), and the "new" Resident Digit (D '):
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Next, the T toggle is cleared to 1, and subsequently the A gate is

opened by dropping the cathode voltage to -lOv. As the grid voltage of the

A_ gate tube is Ov, conduction takes place which flips the T toggle back to

0. Hence, D ' = D =0 and C out = 0.
R R

II. Thou^ here the right grid of the carry gate attains a voltage of

Ov, the cathode is still held up sufficiently by the positive voltage of the

left grid that the ri^t section is cut off. Again the carry to the next

stage is a positive voltage. The left plate of the dual diode is now con-

nected to a point below ground, while the cathode of the ri^t section is

positive. Hence, the diode is inoperative, ajid the grid of the A gate
E

becomes quite negative -- from -28v to -31v in the ten stages of the counter.

This suffices to prevent the enabling signal to the A^ gate from hav-

ing any effect, and, therefore, the T toggle, once cleared to 1, will remain
R

in that condition. Hence, D^' « 1 and C out = 0.
R

III. Both grids of the carry gate are negative. We have mentioned that

the highest value of voltage observed for a carry of 1 is -23v. The right

grid of the T_ toggle is high (Ov) which permits both diode sections to con-

duct, and thus to hold the carry gate cathode voltage so high that both sec-

tions are cut off. Hence, we obtain a positive ceurry voltage to the next

stage, while the A. gate grid voltage is observed to lie between -lOv and

-12v.

Thus when the Ag gate is enabled, it does not draw sufficient current

to flip the T toggle from 1, to which it has been cleared, back to 0. Hence,
R

D ' = 1, C out = 0.

IV. Here the cathode of the carry gate follows the right grid high

enough to cut off the left section, giving a negative (1) carry to the next
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stage. The grid of the A_ gate is prevented from going positive by conduc-

tion through the right section of the diode: observed values of grid voltage

range from Ov to -l.^v.

Hence vhen the A gate is enabled, sufficient current is drawn to flip

T back to 0, and we have D ' » 0, C out = 1.

Thus, in the two cases (II and III) in which the "new" digit in the

stage under consideration, resulting from the addition of the carry from the

previous stage to the resident digit, is a 1, the Ap gftte grid voltage is

always less than -lOv, while in the two cases (I and IV) in which It is a 0,

the A- gate srid voltage lies in the range from -l.^v to +lv. Thus we see

why it is necesssury to clear T^ to I'a before opening the A gates; further-
« E

more, it is clesa* that the A_ gates are kept closed as long as the cathode

voltage is +10v, which is a convenient level obtained from the Williams

Memory Local Control. The opening of the gpites can be accomplished by drop-

ping the cathode below the +lv, -1.5v range. Faster action is obtained the

lower the cathode is dropped, but it is necessary to keep this level suffici-

ently high that a grid voltage of -lOv will not result in the drawing of suf-

ficient current to flip the T toggle: a lower value of -6v instead of -lOv
B

would appear to be reasonable here.

This suffices to illustrate the operation of the Dispatch Counter. A

complete account of its functioning in the system must await the completion

of the Main Control.
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